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Coontz dispels myth ortne family
Author advocates embracing solutions for modern problems

Len Beilwillbe spending the dawn of the
millenium traveling
aroundthe world on his
bikein the Odyssey2000
trip.Features,page 9

News

MollyMcCarthy

/ Photo Editor

Stephanie Coontz spoke twicelast Thursday,addressing the issue ofhow myths perpetuatefamily troubles.

HonoringBarryGoldwater
andcallingRepublicans toaction. The Republican Parry
needs toreturn toits origins.
Page 7

Features
MTV's"The Real World"
castgetslifehanded to them
ona silver platter. Page 8
Studentshares firsthandreflections of Germany.Page9

A$E

StephanieCoontz,anational figure in the "family values" debate
and the author of "The Way We
Never Were and the Way We Really Are," tackled the question of
whether the American family prepares U.S.residentsforresponsible
citizenship during her speech last

Thursday night in Pigott Audito- introduced the topic by discussing
the problems and struggles within
rium.
Coontz,aprofessor at TheEver- contemporaryfamilystructures,and
green State College in Olympia, how they contribute to theoverall
also spoke on a similar topic at a structureof today'sAmericansocispeech given earlier in the day en- ety.
In the beginning of the debate,
titled "The Way We Never Were;
The Way We Need to Be: Family Coontz expressed her concern for
and Civic Responsibilities in a thegrowingdissidence withinfamilies.
Changing World."
"I feel that families are imporIn her eveningspeech, Coontz

ies. Page10

Sports
ThePressBoxsays goodbye
with a reflection on the state
ofSU sports.Page 12
Spectator Soccerfest '98
concludes with a two-page
look at the 1998 World Cup.
Pages13-14
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structures are wrong,
' too.

Diversity intoday s family structure,like workingmothers andinterracial marriages, should not be
blamed for increased teenageviolence and divorce rates, she explained, though thereis notasingle

See Coontz on page 3

Hui 'O Nani answers to accusation
of insensitivity at its annual luau

"
waii anditspeople as prejudicial." aren't necessarily homosexuals;
taken in 'good fun.'
Manymembers of the club have
In his letter, Canlasmaderefer- theyjustpossesveryfeminine qualiHawaii,
people ence to a certain word mentioned ties.
explained that, in
"Thisisanincident that wedidn't
Events following Hui 'O Nani are immersedin a veryplayful and throughout theskit that hebelieved
"fag"
or
realize
would cause so much conmeaning
Hawaii's37thannualluauhaveleft joking culture that does not take came across as
troversy,"
Yonamine explained.
"gay."
things.
many around campus feeling abit offense at such
have
according
"We
been doing skits with
However,
However,
appropriate
what's
for
disgruntled.
thesekindsof
themes for years,and
may
After last week's Spectatorpub- Hawaii
a problem before.
have
never
had
approlished aletter to the editor by luau not be
However,
do
understand why
we
priate
Canlas,
for Seattendant Christopher
critiupset, and we
Christopher
became
cizing the club's mock skit of the attle
out about
appreciate
spoke
that
he
portraying
ho"We realize
"Dating Game" for
it."
is
a
manner,
remosexuals in a negative
that it
In fact,last year's clubmembers
the club issuedan apology letter to ally sensitive
a spin-off sketch of the
performed
subject,"
said
try toexplainthe circumstances for
Living
popular
televisionseries"In
Natalie
performing that skit.
portrayed
themes
Color" which
Ina letter written to Canlas last Espinia, the
to this year's questionable
similar
president
week, club president Celeste upcoming secYonamine,
Celeste
skit.
Yonamineand vicepresident Tracy ond vice presiof Hui 'O Nani Hawaii
Yonamine said thatshe allowed
Lum offered their deepest andsin- dent forHui'O
this
year's skit to be performed
cerest apologies explaining that Nani for next
because
it hadnever been a prob"our representation of those with year.
lem
Yonamine,
is
before.
the word "mahu" a
differing sexualorientation wasnot
"It was not supposed to be an
The skit actually came aboutbeintended to be insulting or to be attack onacertain lifestyle, andwe derivative of theTahitian language
of alast-minute cancellation
to
to
someone
with
cause
takenas prejudicial...Comingfrom did not mean to perpetuate that. and tends refer
evening's schedule.
characteristics.
in
the
diversity,
"feminine"
the Hawaiian culture, jokes of all Hawaii is very rich in
live
people
that
who
lifestyles,
andit sadShe claims
races, ethnicities and even sexual ethnicity and
See Luau on page 5
orientation is common and is all densme that anyone will view Ha- in Hawaii and are called mahus

Nicole Kidder
Staffßeporter

"Fear and LoathinginLas
Vegas"leadsits audienceon
ananamazingjourney. This
isone cool "trip" tothemov-

ASSU

AKI YANAGISAWA
Stajfßeporter

tant,commitmentisimportant, and
I'11bethelast todenythat manyare
in trouble," Coontz said.
Coontz analyzed the values of
today's family structures in comparison to the popular "Ozzie and
Harrief'-typemyth ofthe 19505.
Sheexplainedthat teachingchildren the notion of personal and
social obligations and responsibilities isone ofthe goals of families,
but focusing on maintaining the
'50s ideal of family structure does
not alwayslead toeffectiveresults.
In fact, its results can be
deterimental.
We should not idolize the '50s
myth, Coontz said, because it contained somenegativeexpectations
that are seldom discussed today.
One of the unsavory aspects of
the '50s myth is that it promoted
excessconsumerism,even though,
at the time, the gapbetween social
classes was wide.
Inher discussion, Coontz concluded that changes in American
culture over the past several decades have made it difficult for us
toconclude that changesin family

We have been doing skits
with these kinds of themesfor
years, andhave never had a

problem before.
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Master Plan cracks down
on single-occupancy cars
Alternatives include carpools, transit

transportation that are in line with
the new alternatives brought forth
'Two-thirds of the people at SU by theproposalsinthe MasterPlan.
"If SUdoesn'treachour goal of
Can youimagineit? Parkingfree drive, and they will be affected by
rates,"
(lowering
thenumber ofSOYs by)
at SeattleUniversity. Students and the impactofhigherparking
percent,
13
the penalties will refaculty willbe amazed at the offers Pederson said.
proposal
quire
calls
that we takemoreaggressive
The Master Plan
proposed in the new SU Master
to get people out of SOYs,"
increasing
steps
transit subsidies for
for
Plan for 1998.
to
Pederson
said.
percent,
employees
from 60 65
The idea for freeparking is just
officials)
"(City
are working with
peroneofthemany proposedideasand and for students from 40 to45
us,
theright thing,"
doing
andweare
cent.
goals for the plan.
continued.
1996,
a
current
bus
Pederson
the
This would make
First put together in
Pederson stressed that, if SU
plan has since colmeet these goals, then the
doesn't
prolected more
buildingpermit sectiondowntown
posals for theeverwill eitherrefuse or delay the prochanging campus
at
they find SUhas
cessofrenewalif
They
institutions.
improved.
not
have also mainPederson sees this tactic as the
tained a goal to
city's hammer, andisthankful that
improve university
SU has never had to deal with the
services.
penalty.
Jerome
rates.
Sletten and Fischer are excited
Pederson,Director
Pederson, Director about the new program they have
of Administrative
Services andPlan- of Administrative Services developed to entice SOYs to try
carpooling, vanpooling or transit
ning and the direcPlanning
and
options.
tor of the Master
They plan to break up students,
project,
Plan
faculty
and staff according to the
helpedproduce the
Then,
$27,
zip
codesoftheirresidences.
help
pass
available to students for
September 1998plan with the
$45
manypeople
they
how
pay
identify
would
will
they
ofseveraldedicatedcommitteesand rather than the
atregular price.
are in certain zip codes and give
consultants.
proat
There
are
other
incentives
them information about possible
group
Pederson's
looked fucarpooling
options with other SU
to
as
well.
pertaining
posed
SU,
ture
plans
for
I
areas such as the new law school,
Some of these are free parking residents in that area.
Sletten wantsa package sent to
I student housing, parking and the for carpoolswith fouror moreridraising
parking
ers,
the SOY
rates SU community members that will
proposedrenovations forSUbuild$10
month,
tell people that all they need is to
by
per
ings, such as the Xavierresidence for employees
$38
$48
raising
dollars,
find
one person to carpool with.
to
and
hall.
from
$25
Hefeels
thatreductionin the cost
per
quarter,
from
Improving transportation and students'rates
$88
$111.
gas
parking willreduce the
of
and
to
parkingmanagementatSUisat the
offrustration
andinconveplan
The
also wants to addmore amount
topofPederson'slistfor nextyear' s
experiencedby
to
nience
commuters.
bikeracks the56 slots installed
MasterPlan.
package
Theinformation
in
the
teamingup
year.
withMike last
Pedersonis
According to the proposals, the will show how to find a carpool
Sletten,ManagerofSafety andSecurity,andDonFischer,theTransit parkingratesfor university visitors buddy, explain the cost of carpool
permit, andestimate the amountof
Coordinator for SU, to solve the willremain unchanged.
growing problem of single-occuLast year's plan for transporta- gas and the timesavedina carpool
tion managementyieldedpositive commute.
pancy drivers (SOY) atSU.
"They come into the office,and
"We are speaking to everyone. resultsinthat ithelpedinreducing
we give them the means to pair
We deal with parking, transit, the number, ofSOYson campus.
"(Theplan)broughtus 3 percent themup withapartner withthe help
carpool, bikers and walkers,"
of Metro," Sletten
Sletten said.
SafetyandSecurity wouldlike to
Another aspect of
helpreduceparking and traffic dethis program is the
mands associated with projected
option
of travelingby
SU,
growthat
as wellas meetstate
and municipal code requirements
to
SlettenandFischer
regarding institutional transportastressedthat stuboth
plans.
management
tion
dents
should call or
municipal
Tomeetstateand
code
look up the Metro
requirements, SU must reduce the
web page (http://
number of SOYs driving to camrobin harvey, office and transit.metrokc.gov),
pusby 13 percent.
toeitherfill outaride
Sletten and Pederson hope to
Budget Manager in
match application or
decrease the existing amount of
Information Services
get information on
SOY employees to 60 percent for
how tousethetransit
faculty and40percent for staff.
system.
The same type of expectations
"In partnership with Metro, we
are desired for students. Theyplan downthe roadway from the goal,"
to decrease the amount of SOY Sletten said. "That's a good foot- want to bring information through
hold."
theInternet forthe students,"Sletten
students from 70 to 55 percent.
However,
Slettendidaddthat the said.
To meetstate requirements, the
Pedersonseesthisprogramas an
university also has to reduce the university "stillhas a ways to go."
adjustments,
ongoing
battle.
"Peoplearemaking
totalnumberofSOY milesdriven
toandfrom thecampusduringpeak discovering andgettingaboveother
His committee will keep workchoices oftheir commute,"Sletten ing with institutions such as the
hours.
Swedish, Providence and Virginia
morning
said.
Peak hours are in the
Hospitals to reduce and
percent
a.m.
of
commuters
that
Mason
from 6:30 to 8:30
and in the
The63
evening from3:30 to 6:00 p.m.
get to SUeachday in single-occu- change the waypeople get to work
Their strategies to meet these pancy vehicles willbehit thehardSee Plan on page 5
goals vary from attractive transit estif theydonot look formodes of
programs to increasingSOYcom-

KATIE MCCARTHY
Staffßeporter

Calcutta Club Asks for Donations Helping to Fund its
MissionofServiceinIndia
Students preparing to travel to Calcutta,India in September
need help in raising money to pay for their expenses. The
Calcutta Club willbeasking for donations tosell at their annual
garage sale. ThroughMother Teresa'sMissionariesof Charityin
India,theclub will work as volunteersincentersfor theneedyand
destitute. Theirsale willbeheldon June13 at 728 14thAve. If
you would like to donate any items, of need more information,
please call CarlaErickson at 296-2037. Theclub wouldalsobe
happy to give aslide show which waspresentedby students last
Seattle University Fund NearingGoalof100Percent
The Seattle UniversityFund hasreached nearly 87 percent of
it551,064,045 goal. The fund helpsto provide70percent ofSU
students withfinancialassistance.Parents,alumni,friendsofthe
university andfaculty are encouraged toconsidercontributing to
the fund, whichhas been steadily growing throughout the year.
Faculty members are given the option of payroll deduction to
contribute. To arrange for a monthly deduction, contact Janet
Mitchellin the UniversityRelations office at 296-61 21 Gifts to
the fund can alsobe sentto the Seattle University Fund, University Relations,900Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122-9975.

.

I

StepAheadProgramsarePlanned for incomingFreshmen

/it.

As theschool year ends, incomingfreshmen are preparing to
! register for classes arid move into the residence halls. All
freshmen are required to attend "Step Ahead," a mandatory
orientation day. Students willreceive campus resourcepackets
andother important information concerninguniversity services
andother opportunitiesoncampus. StepAheadprograms willbe
held throughout the summer on campus on June 30, July 18,
August 4 and Sept. 21..Orientations will alsobeheld JuSy9, in
n,Calif ,July 12inBurlingamc,
Denver,Colo.,July 11it
July 26and 27in Honolulu,Hawaii.
uly 25inGu
For
c information, contactLaurie Prince at 296-6033, or by
■

SeattleUniversityOffersAnother Educationallncentive to
Employees
In addition to curreut tuition remission programs, Seattle
University is offering anothereducation benefit for employees.
Inagreementwith theCpnSernEducationProgram, SUcannow
offeritsemployeesand theirfamilies easy accessto low-interest,
long-term education financing. This fund allows recipients to
borrow tip to $25,000per year to cover educational expenses,
including tuition,room and board, supplies, and other related
costs. Students can also borrow up to $5,000 for a personal
iloyecsinclude
computer. Eligible family members of SI
spouses, children, grandchildren, siblings, aunts, i iclcs and
cousins. Applications are accepted anyti , and approval is
based on the applicant's creditwort mess, rather t lan need
Employeescan call 1-800-767-5626,ext.999formoreinformation or for anapplication.
NorthwestHarvest AsksforDonations onthe 15thAnnual
AttheKingdpmeoii! turday, June6 Northwest Harvest wi!
be accepting drop-off donations between 7 and 10:30 a.m.
Volunteers willbe standingat the curbonOccidental Avenue by
Gate D to take the donations directly from the cars of contiibu

bretl sMai
tors. This drop-off day, which takes pla
f activiti
play against the L.A. Dodgers,

!ephoiie by
ontribute
thwest Harvest over t
calling (206) 622-7359or 1-800-428-7495between the 1
7a.m. and2 p.m. Peopli

muter rates.

Two -thirds of the people
SU drive, and they will be

affected by the impact of
higher parking

Jerome

Ienjoy riding the bus. I
get readand get stuff
done instead of grinding
my teeth in traffic.

News
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Yearly parking ticket tally nears 2,500
ager for the Department ofPublic permits. There are about 30 of lems also arise from community
as well.
approaches,
Safety.
As9:40
a sense of
these offenses each month. Of- members taking advantage of SU
are
lots.
urgency rushes over frantic drivaverage
An
of 200 tickets
fenders are fined $12.
AccordingtoSletten,ahighperers, who finally head for the next given each month for violations
Citationseach yearbringinabout
spot, theBroadwayGarage,only to suchasparking inthe wrongplace, $8,000 to $14,000. The money centage of violations come from
community members who try and
find that the parking attendant has totaling to an annual average of goes to parkingupkeep.
It's 9:30 on Monday morning, left. Desperate,some ofthesedriv- nearly 2,500.
"The ideais not that we gotcha, park undetected.
ImprovementsintheparkingsituThis is not asmall number.
it's that we go to try to correct the
andthe smellofSeattlerainperme- ers slip into the garage, and hope
ates theair throughout thecampus.
that they will getback beforebeing
"We're at 1,800now,comingup problem. We look to cite at the ationhave been made, however.
Public Safety credits success to
Cars cruise through the lot to the discovered.
on 2,000(tickets). We're on track beginning of the quarter to solve
"People get focused on taking for 2,500 by the end of Summer theproblemearly," Sletten said.
maps made available to drivers
soothingsoundsofDaveMatthews,
When a student or staffmember which help them to find the best
but their drivers slowly discover care of their business, and think Quarter," Sletten said.
that there areno spaces topark in. they'll get back before they get
On any given day, the parking receives a citation,they have until places to park at specific times.
TheBellarmine lot is jammed full caught," said Mike Sletten, man- lots at SU takein about 1,500 ve- theendof the quarter to pay for it. The number of drivers on campus
has also decreased in recent
hicles.
Consideringthecampushas
years.
In the past, parking offionly 1,230 spaces, this could
cials have cited such large
beanevenbiggerproblem than
numbers of vehicles that paitis. But theuniversity seems
successfullyorganized
per
tickets soon became a
tohave
to maximize space.
"We usually have 12 to 24
SU implemented a handheld,computer-basedsystem
spacessitting empty...because
to solve the problem.
of the way we maximize the
The University of British
spaces for those who have the
permits," Sletten stated.
Columbia was the first touse
Residentand commuterstujy
Sletten, Manager the system,and SU is one of
Mike
the first on the West Coast.
dents spend $88 everyquarter
for the Department of
for parkingpermits.
Thecity ofSeattle has also
madeplans toincorporate the
Carpoolerssavemoney,payPublic Safety
system.
ing only $44 a quarter. Each
Excitedabout thenew sysyear, though, students are
If,
by the end of the quarter, the tem, Sletten commented that the
turned away from buying the permits.
ticket is still unpaid, students are system "brings everyone to anew
The city ofSeattle's "Commute not allowed to register for their plateau."
Fortunately, SU has not fallen
TripReductionLaw"requires Pub- classes.
■p ifl
hmk 9
HiH
"Most students understand it's victim to the recent increaseincarlic Safety topunishparkingoffenders through fines. The fines range less stressful andeasier to buy to thefts, as reported by the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer.
from as low as $2 for improper buypermits," Slettensaid.
"SU studentsandstaff are doing
Faculty andstaffare notas lucky.
permit display to as high as $100
for usinga stolenor forgedpermit. According toSletten,on rareocca- agreatjobkeepingcarprowlsdown
Most tickets given on campus, sions professors havehadtheir ve- jncampus... they're keepingCDs
md valuables hidden," he said.
however, are for exceeding time hicles impoundedor campusparklimits or using the wrong quarter ing privileges suspended. Prob- Thishas really helpedus."

ERIC WALTER
GuestReporter
and
KATIE CHING
Opinion Editor

_

People getfocused on
taking care of their
business, and think
they'll get back before
they get caught.

*
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Coontz: solutions to violence and teen
pregnancy require commitment, effort
MollyMcCarthy

/ Photo Editor

1997-98ASSUPresidentKatieDubik helped to inaugurate 1998-99
president
I
JasonMadrono ata ceremonyheld Tuesdaynight.

■
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Ever)' Thursday!
$7.00« 17" New YorkPizza
(Toppings not included)

Please mention thisad when ordering-Valid only withStudent ID.Cord

MEDELIVERY!

"
CORNER OF NTH &. MADISON FREEPARKING INREAR

322-9411

From page 1
solution to variousproblems within
today'sfamilies.
Coontz nevertheless discussed
each possible cause of those problems,andintroducedpossible solutions toeachby examining the values surrounding eachissue.
For example, after stating that
parents need to spend more time

fiP^B

with their children, Coontz explained that mothers should stay
home withtheirchildreniftheycan
afford to.
In defending this controversial
proposition, she argued that teen
pregnancy and violence occur becausechildrenoftenreturntoempty
homesafter school.
Quality child care isalso a beneficial option,she added, ifmoth-

Not Ready for the

GMAT, GRE
IJKI
Ij2^bß or LSAT?

hSI^^H

Call us.

The Steven KleinCompanyis a localcompany with asmall staffof
dedicatedtest experts. Steven has been teaching the LSAT since 1984
andLeah Hoyer has taught allGRE andGMAT classessince 1992. This
guarantees that our studentsreceive our personalcommitmentto
providingthe best products possible.
At the StevenKlein Company wepride ourselves on offering superb
products at areasonable price. With us, you pay less and get more.

Call for more information

524-4915

ers start their own child care with
much sensitivity.
Additionally, Coontz also explained that fathers tend to spend
more time with their children if
mothers do not work.
Inher discussion of teenageviolence,Coontz said that"thereisno
magic solution" to the problem,
because a specific cause of it can
never be determined.
It is true that teenage violences
happenmore indivorced families,
Coontz explained, but children in
such families alsohave a tendency
to blame theirmisbehavioron their
individual family's structure.
However,Coontz continued, we
have alsolearned to minimize the
impact of divorce when itoccurs.
In such situations,members of a
family are nowable to makesingle
parenting work by dedicating alot
ofeffort to it.
Toward the end of the speech,
Coontz concluded by stating that
"peopleneed support atall timesin
their lives.
"They need tobe able to interact
withothers informs of social supportlikementorprograms andcounseling," shecontinued.
"Weneed tomove pastpersonal
moralitytosustainourconventional
need," Coontzsaid. "Programsand
socialinvestments canmakea difference. They really work."

News
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Fight against hunger directs student
Jenny Egan towards service and politics
Meghan sweet

Managing Editor
Seattle University senior Jenny
Eganplans tocontinue theSUcommitment to service even after she
leaves this June.
As a recipient of the Mickey
Leland Hunger Fellowship,Egan
will spend the next year fighting
theproblemof hungerintheUnited
States.
Egan will spend the first six
months of her fellowship ina service project directly involved in
fightinghunger.
She will spendthe following six
months fightinghunger attheorganizational level.

tinued.
"Iwillalsobeinvovled withtheir
food bank andfamily kitchen."
Oneof the things thatdrew Egan
to the fellowship is thatit emphasizesbothdirectserviceandpolicy.
"I find myself wanting to work
notonly withthe individualandthe
problems thathave occured,but to
attempt to change policy so that
maybe the problems will not have
to occur," Egan said.
Egan will spend the second six months of her fellowship working at a national nonprofit organization or with a federal government agency in Washington,D.C.
Father Jerry
Cobb.SJ,is thefaculty advisor for
graduate fellowshipsintheEnglish
Department at SU.
Father Cobb is
excited when students at SU win
prestigious awards
and honors, because it demonstrates thatitis possible for students
here to win.
"It really helps

—-

ing seminar at the endof August.
TheLeland winners will thenbe
working in teams of two to fight
hunger inall areas of the country,
and will all participate in the
orgazational aspect of theprogram
by receiving a placement with a
national anti-hunger and poverty
organization in Washington, D.C.
The fellows receive a monthly
stipend that averages $8,000 per
Doing

yearandalsoreceive a$4,750 educationalawarduponcompletion of
their year of service.
According to Egan, the field of
applicants wasnarrowed by aprocess which included submitting a
written application, doing a telephone interview and finally, participating inaperson-to-personinterview withamember oftheselectioncommittee.

it

for

"Iam honored to have this opportunity tomeet andwork with19
otherfellows from acrosstheUnited
States," Egan said.
"The different perspectives and
pastexperienceswill definitelyadd
life to theprogram."
"For those whodopolicy work,I
dofeel thereisa greatneed tohave

See Egan on page 5

the

kids

As Ibegin to piece
together the past four
years at Seattle
University, andlook
ahead toward next
year and this
fellowship, Ireally see

this common theme of
service andgiving a
voice to the voiceless.
Jenny Egan

—

"Myfirstsixmonthswillbe spent
inLogan,Ohio asmallrural city,
known for antiqueshops andmore
antique shops," Egan said.
"I will be working at the Tri
County Community Food Center,
in hope of increasing media attentionabout the agency,"Egan con-

those other potential... scholars

amongthestudents
start to think that
winningisinreach,
andyoudon'thave
to be at an Ivy
League school to
win,"Father Cobb said.
Father Cobb reffered to
Egan's fellowship as "an
outstanding accomplishment."
Egan will join 19 other
winners from across the
nationinanintensive train-

MOU.Y McCarthy / Photo Editor

"^^

mbers ofCynthiaAdams' fifthgrade classfromBailey Gatzert ElementarySchoolappearwith Spectator
partofCareer Day,sponsoredby the
fferMatt Zemekyesterday. Fifth gradersfromGatzert came toSUasAbdullah,
HalimahMohamed,Adams,
Pictured,
right:
Catidiceßintaildren'sLiteracyProject
fromleftto
row),
(back
Jones,
andMusaKadir.
"Thisday was
Davis-Galloway,
Eaton,
Ciera
Demaris
Zemek
ontrke
possible
options,""
to
learnaboutSUanddiscover
career
opportunity
tortantbecause our studentshavean
learning
to
atSU.
my
get
day
exciting
enjoy
Binta-Abdullah
said
"This
is
becauseall
that
friends
ams said.
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Are you moving out and don't know what to
do with all of your stuff? Instead of throwing
v away' why not donate il to the Calcutta
Club Garage Sale? All of the proceeds from
the sale will help ten students go to Calcutta
in the fall to work with Mother Teresa's
Missionaries of Charity. It's very easy to
contribute your stuff to the garage sale.
Simply leave it in one of the boxes provided
in the residence halls, or for oversize items
contact:
or

Mary Strand

220-8274

News

m
Egan: student looks forward to career inpublic policy and social service
was travelling crashedenroute toa
refugeecamp in Ethiopia.
"Icannotget used to hungerand
firsthandexperienceanddirect serpoverty
inour land," Leland once
work,"
Egan said.
vice
said.
Mickey
Fellowship
Leland
"The
"There isnoreasonfor it,thereis
Programprovidesbothofthesecrucial elements to putting anend to no excuse for it, anditis time that
weas anation put an end to it."
hunger andpoverty."
Theprogram isajointproject of
The program is named inhonor
of RepresentativeMickey Leland, the Congressional Hunger Center
ChairmanoftheHouseSelectCom- and AmeriCorps VISTA, and is
mittee onHunger,whodiedin1989 designedtoprovideintensive trainwhen the small plane in which he ing in fighting world hunger.

From page 4

Plan: commuters will
pay for not carpooling
From page 2
and school.
SlettenandFischerare currently
workingoutdetails abouttheFirst
Hill Expressroute.
Thisrouteisadirect routefrom
either North, South or East to
Capitol Hill.
They wanttoestablish aneasier
system for SU students, faculty
and staff members to ride this
FirstHillbus withoutdealing with
transfers downtown, which can
cause excess time loss.
"Ihavefreecomplimentary bus
passesfor people who want to try
andexperiment withabus route,"
Fischer said.
"They just have to come into
(Safety andSecurity) andwe will

helpthemandgive themapass."
Busesare notfor everyone,but
Robin Harvey, Office andBudgetManagerinInformation Services,enjoysridingherbus every
day all the way from Tacoma to
Seattle.
Harvey's trip lasts about an
hour andahalf.
It takesher 20minutes toget to
herbus stop andanother 40minutes of riding time on the freeway.
OnceinSeattle,ittakesHarvey
only threeminutes to get to SU
on the route 944 Capitol Hill
Express.
get to
"Ienjoyriding thebus.I
done,
insteadof
get
readand stuff
grinding my teeth in traffic,"
Harvey said.

"I considered going abroad to
LikeLeland,Eganseesherselfas graduate degree in either public
heading straight to a
volunteer,
social
work.
fighting
policy
or
a potential advocate for
program
master's
and was quite
that,
to
workfor
policymaking.
After
she wants
hunger through
to
becomeaJesuitVolof
determined
piecetogether
Secretary
Department
the the
for the
begin to
"AsI
past four years at Seattle Univer- Social andHealthServicesinWash- unteer," Egan continued. "However, whenI
wasintroduced to this
sity, and look ahead toward next ington,D.C.
Egancame toaconclusion about fellowship,I
was struck by theidea
year and this fellowship, Ireally
see this common theme of service what she wanted to do with her that this fellowship had the two
and giving a voice to the voice- career after weighing several op- components both direct service
andpolicy work."
less," Egan said.
tions.
Students interestedin theLeland
"This past year has been spent
"SeattleUniversity has adefinite
focus on service and community doingalotof discerningabout next Fellowship program can contact
year and different options," Egan FatherCobbintheEnglishDepartbuilding."
ment.
In the future,Eganhopesto geta said.

—

Luau:freshman blasts Hui O Nanifor
portraying homosexual stereotypes
9

performing nice, decent, funny
shows and performing degrading
The originalplans included hav- shows, and this was definitely one
inga group of club members play- that was degrading," Canlas said.
ing dinnermusic andsinging tradi"Icome from a very racist small
towninIdaho,andthisis the type of
tional Hawaiian songs.
However,that segment wascan- thing Iwould expect to see from
celed, and a group approached them, but nothereinSeattle, where
guess
Yonamine with the idea of per- there is somuch diversity. I
expectmore sensitivityhere."
forming asatirical skitof the"Dat- I
ingGame,"using themahu theme.
According toYonamine,theclub
Normally, the skits are created is concentratingonbecoming"more
bymembers of the clubinconjunc- aware" and "conscious" of what
tion withthe M.C.sand
are performed in front
of at least the club's
presidentbeforetheyare
a
allowed to be put on

From page!

stage

Butgiventhecircumstances of beingadded
to the schedule so late,
thistime the grouponly

To MV yDu thrive on chkllen|e is hardly a stretch. So consider this.
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ha&4ron Involvement in every aspect

decisions. Join us and have
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herefc tht r«il excitement you'll have a clear shot at outpacing the
atftlevernentl and earnings of your peers. Everything you need is here
at |tt«rpri»«. All you need to do it use your head. This growth
opportunity offers a competitive salary and benefits package. Must
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if one
one feel uncomfortable
person is offended or dissatisfied
with the luau, then that dampens
our success.
"We will continue to serve the
SeattleUniversity community with
our luau,butbemore conscientious
and sensitive to our audience,"
Yonamine continued.
Despite allthathasoccurredover
the past few weeks, both Canlas
'O Nani

Not valid with any other offer

PHui

lim they have
I feelings to-

/ come from very racist
small town in Idaho ,and this
is the type of thing Iwould
expect to seefrom them, but
not here in Seattle ,where
there is so much diversity. I
expect more
guess I
sensitivity here.

verbally explained the
skit to Yonamine, and
on that basis she approved the skit's performance.
The skitconsisted of
three male contestants
dressed in traditional
Christopher Canlas
grass skirts and
women's tops.
One male "audience
member," who alsohappened to be they will performat theannualluau
a club member, came up to the
"Wesincerelyapologize for this
stage to choose his "date" for the unfortunate situation,andmeasures
night. At the end, theaudience was have been taken to ensure that fuable to help the contestant choose tureskits willnotcrossthis delicate
line,"she saidin the apology letter
his date by way of applause.
a
between
to Canlas.
"There is difference

SPENDING 8 HOURS
IN ONE POSITION
REALLY CRAMPS YOUR STYLE.
PERFECT.

"Wenever realized that out culture and lifestyle could make any-

chother,
y people were
soon as they

letter in The
Spectator last week,
because they feJt he
misunderstoodthe skit

and that he wasmakingajudgement off of
something he didn't
fully understand,"
Lum said.

"However, that is

the wayhefeltand that
is all that mattered.
"Idon'tthinkhewas
in the wrong to write

the letter, because
some ofthe stuff that weportrayed
maynot be appropriate for our audience,and weneed to know that,"
Lumcontinued.
Accordingto Canlas,he too has
been misinterpretedinhisposition.
He stated that some people have
attacked him and believe that he
should have understoodit was just
a "joke."
But Canlas just shrugsitoff, and
says that no one is under any obligation tofeel thesame way hedoes.
"The issueat hearthereis sensitivity to others, and as a Seattle
University club,Ithink theyshould
reflect the valuesofSeattleUniversity as a whole,"Canlas said.
"I'm just really sorry all of this
had to happen, but in a way I'm
happythat itdid,becauseitbrought
about awareness and that's great!"
As for next year's luau,Canlas
says he will definitely be in attendance. "How can I
hold one skit
against a whole culture forever?"
he asked.
"That wouldbeignorant ofme to
do. I
lovedthe foodandthe funand
all the rest of the event. It wasan
excellent event as a whole, and
unfortunately, Iwas just too upset
to enjoy the rest of the evening."
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EDITORIAL

Tying the CORE together:
Students need to make
connections
journalists become scientists, and
Biologists become philosophers,
—
least,
thatis whatis supposed tohappen
soccer players becomeartists
at

a Jesuit university. Every student and faculty member at Seattle
University, through the CORE Curriculum, is asked to evaluate their
values andbeliefs, their interests and activities,and their rolein society
withinandoutside the contextof their major.
Students are asked to explore the different colleges at SU. They are
asked to take lab sciences,literature classes andphilosophy classes,allin
the hopethat they will graduate with acomplete and well-rounded study
of different areasof theacademic world.
If they arestudents in the College of Artsand Sciences, they willhave
experienced whatit islike to workin alab, to analyze and interpret data
and observations. If they graduate with a degree from the School of
Science and Engineering, they will have been asked to relate works in
English literature to philosophy and history.
But mostimportantly, students willbe able to leave theuniversity with
abroader understandingof theworldin which welive. They will notonly
have the knowledgeneeded to hold adegree in their college,but also an
understandingand appreciation for different forms of thought andcognition.
Thisisone of themainideasembraced by the Jesuits whofounded the
university. Itisoneofthe concepts whichprofessors andfaculty advisors
are supposedtosupportandencourage.ItisthevalueofaJesuiteducation.
AsSU transitions into anew era, withnew administrators, professors,
and students, the community canindeed begin to re-evaluate its connections withJesuitphilosophies andideals. It can begin tore-establish the
connections between science and art, between mathand literature, and
During the 1996-97 school
betweenphilosophy andcalculus. The university can begin to revitalize
year
fourth floor Xavier
faculty
students
and
acommitcommunity
its student
todemandofits
a "Health and
was
pursuit
interest
of
theCORE'S
values.
ment and
in the
out
Wellness"floor.
Ireso,
to
the
doing
might
begin
reaching
SU
even
the
task
of
In
community surrounding the campus. The university might be able to quested this when I
becomemoreof apart of, andtakeamore activerolein, the activitiesand first applied as a
freshman,anditwasagreat
events whichoccurin surroundingneighborhoods,schools, churchesand
signed
hospitals. Through thisinvolvement,students canlearn,throughexperi- experience.In thespring,I
ence, toappreciate whattheCOREoffers its students,and whatgoals and upfor thesameroom,thinking tha
everythingwouldbefine. Only fo
ideals it tries to instill inits students.
some reason, the floor become <
smoking floor without anyone be
The SpectatorEditorial Boardconsists of MeganMcCoid,Meghan
ing informed. That isridiculous
SweetandKatie Ching. Signedcommentariesandcartoonsreflect the
Now,allyear,I
havehad toholdnr
opinionsof theauthorsandnotnecessarily thoseof TheSpectator,that
through acloud o
walk
breath
asI
body.
of Seattle University or its student
my
way
to thebathroom
smokeon
The Spectatorwelcomesletters to the editor.Lettersshould beno
It is detrimental to my health,an<
morethan300wordsin lengthandmustinclude signatures,addresses
creates a miserable experienceo
and telephone numbers for verification during daytime hours. The
deadline for letters is Wednesday at 3 p.m. All letters are subject to
the residencehalls. XavierHall i:
editing, and become property of The Spectator. Send letters via
not ventilated enough to suppor
campusmailorthe postalservice to:TheSpectator,SeattleUniversity,
smoking in "half the hall. Actu
900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122, or send e-mail to
ally,"half isamisnomer, becaus<
spectator@seattleu.edu.
the entire middle section up unti
thecornerroomisconsidered smok
able, and so we have one smoke
free wing. I'msorry,but you cannot have half of a hallway tx
Keeping Watch Since 1933
smoke-free. Why do youthink oui
doors rattle? The change in pressure resulting from air rushing
EDITORIALSTAFF:
address:
throughout theentire lengthofhallTheSpectator
MeganMcCoid,Editor-in-Chief
way. Smoke clouds do the same
SeartleUniversity
*
M han s
Mamging
Editor
thing.
Let's say,justfor the sakeol
t,°
? _,
900Broadway
KaheQhm °P'"' onEdtto
argument, that a smoker was conSeattle, WA 98122
AdrianaJanovich,FeaturesEditor
cerned for his neighbors, and pul
Woldman,
Features
Editor
towels along all the cracks of his
Jesse
TELEPHONE'
Mabbott,
door,
A&E
Editor
keeping all the smoke inhis
Donald
Newsroom:(206) 296-6470
AssignmentDesk: (206) 296-6471 Matt Zemek, Sports Editor
own little room, to get the mosi
Advertising:(206) 296-6474
jason Lichtenberger,Sports Editor
advantage of the tobacco cloud.
„
Well, guess what windows are
Michelle Boshart,Copy Editor
ChristopherWilson, Copy Editor
only six feet apart here, so the ven(Mb) Wb-Vk//
MolJyMcCarthy/ photoMtor
tilated smoke pays alovely visit to
Nelson,On-LineEditor
Jeremy
whocare about
unsuspectingpeople
E-MAIL
'
EricaBeebe
Business
is not allungs.
smoking
their
If
spectator@seattleu.edu
Meredith Burgin,AdvertisingManager lowed SO feet from buildings, why
RachelleLiu,AdvertisingAssistant
WORLD WIDEWEB!
isitallowed fivefeet fromrooms?
RomiePonce, AdvertisingAssistant
http://www.seattleu.edu/
We haverules againstmusic being
Tomas Guillen,Advisor
student/spec
too loud, what about smoke being
too dense? Are we supposed to
sniff ourwaydownthehall,searchThe Spectator is the official student newspaperofSeattle University. Itis
publishedevery Thursday, except during holidays andexamination periods,
ing for the offending smoker to
for a total of 28 issues duringthe 1997-98academic year.
politely ask them toextinguishtheir
POSTMASTER:Send addresschanges to: The Spectator, Seattle University, 900
cigarette? Oh,and another thing.
No. 2783
Seattle, WA 98122.
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Letters to the Editor

Residential policies cause bad health
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Broadway,

U.S.P.S.

Let's justsay, for thesake of argument, that the hall was
adequately ventilated so that
east wing
rooms
were
truly not affeetedby other smokingrooms. But, the east wing
only has 10rooms init. Thereare
23 other rooms that are allowed to
smoke. Why the Inequality? If a
floor must bepartially smoking, at
leastmakeitfair anddivideitat the
stairwell instead of allowing the
entire middle segment to smoke.
Now,I
haveheardthat the status
of fourth floor Xavieris again beingchanged without the consultationor even the knowledge of the
residents. Inthe 1998-99 Housing
Information pamphlet, it clearly
states that the east wingrooms of
Xavier 2,3 and 4 are tobacco and
smoke free. Well,I'vealready describedhow thatismisleading, but
now I
hear that it will actually be
the west wing that will be smoke
free.
When the applications for next
year's residency came out at the
front desk, there wasno noticeofa
changeinthe smokingareas status.
What about an east wing student,
who requests the same room because she orhedoes not likeliving
inasmokyatmosphere,anditis not

_

until the first night ofFall Quarter
that sherealizes thather neighbors
onall threesides arebusilypuffing
away within their rooms? This
makes for an uncomfortable and
displeased student. This campus
seems to have gotten very

smoker-friendly withinthepasttwo
years.
What is shocking to me is that
only two floors out of 23 on this
campus are totally smoke-free. This
needs to change. There is contradictorypolicyin place.Smoking is
allowed in no other buildings beside the residence halls. Students
go to class, work and eat lunchin
smoke-freeareas,butthey are forced
toliveand sleep in smoky environments. Thehealthy minority ofthis
campus is beingunderrepresented.
Maybe I
should just move to California.
This is the second year inarow
when changes in residence hall
policy have occurred that directly
affect thehealthofstudents. Smoking causes cancer and other problems,sobychanging residence hall
policies Seattle University is endangering the part of the student
body that chooses not to smoke. If
this sort of action is going to take
place, there needs to be considerationof every student.

Jared Walsh
Sophomore,Premajor

Hawaiian culture misunderstood
recently read a Letter to the
I
EditorfromChristopher Canlas,as
well as the editorial on the matter.
As analumnus, andacontributor
to Seattle University, I
must say
thatyourrecentknee jerkmusthave
been so severe as to knock you
dizzy. As aninstitution of continued learning, you fail your mark.
Youcertainlyhavebecome an"enlightened" bunch, eager to teach,
but not learn.

Anyone who is knowledgeable
about Hawaii and its culture, or
bothered to study andunderstand
it, will realize that we are a very
easygoingpeopleliving in a very
multiethnic community, for generations, often envied by many.
We toleratemore than most, some
callit the "Aloha"spirit. Sure, we
have our biases and maybe self

SeeHawaii on page 7
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Conservatives should not be afraid
Barry Goldwater's death calls for Republicans to examine philosophy
AsIcame back from
class last Friday afternoon, I
heard a sound
byte coming from the
television in the
lounge saying "Barry
Goldwater,deadat the
age of 89." My initial reaction
was shock and then a period of
sadness. Barry Goldwater was
a political giant, touted as the
fatherof modern conservatism.
What is interesting about
Goldwater's political career is
not what offices he held, but
his political resilienceand unwavering defense of his principles. He was a man who did
not care what others thought of
his views, and never retracted
from his philosophy. It is a

lay Balasbas
Spectator Columnist

need to see what is happening in our own party.
We cannot be taken over
by such groups as the religious right or the ex-

landscape.

treme reactionary groups
within the party. We need

Party needs to return to its roots
in the modern era by reaffirming the principles of Barry
Goldwater andalsoreturn to its
original roots before the Civil
War. We must stillbe the party
of Abraham Lincoln and Barry
Goldwater, and continue to

to reexamine our party

Goldwater championedmany of
As Iwrote at the end of the
the principles that the Republi- last school year, Imade a call
can Party stands for today: to conservatives on campus to
smaller goverment,lower taxes voice their opinionsand not be
and a strong military. He was a afraid to champion ourphilososocial libertarian. Although I phy. Now, as the end of this
do not agree with all of school year rapidly
Goldwater's political philoso- approaches, Iam
phy, what was considered ex- asking the Repubtremism in the 1960s is a phi- lican Party to take
losophy that the American a step back andreto
people are adopting today. He examine its prinpaved the way for the Reagan ciples. During the
revolution, and when the Re- last few years,
publicans
shamethat there are few people
ran on their platform Goldwater often
in politics today like Goidwater of smaller government and criticized the reliwho stick to their principles, lower taxes in the 1994 con- gious right and
and do not change sides just gressional elections, they took other extremist groups as
because thepolitical windmight control of Congress, and have threats to the RepublicanParty.
be blowing against them. kept it ever since.
He is correct. The Republicans

and return to many of the principles that Goldwater campaigned so hard for. For the
most part, the Republican Party
still fights for many of his principles. However, now that we

have control of Congress and
look to regain the White House
in the year 2000, the party can-

lose what we have gained

because of the demands a few
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We are too dependent on computers, electonics
a result, students become

DavidGarcia

When themicrowave ovenwas
firstintroducedintotheconsumer
market, it wasregardedas anaccessory for the kitchen. Like an
electriccan opener,itonlyhelped
in thepreparationofameal. The
microwave oven was never intended toreplace theconventional
oven, but it has. Today,nearly
everymeal that was at one time
cooked elsewhere can now be
madeinside amicrowave. What
happens when the microwave
breaksdown? Themodernuseris

too dependent

upon the calculator to do

themath. The
Spectator Columnist
ability to do
simple arithmetic menor
is
an
effort
tocombat
forgo
tally
forced to either
their food
lost.In
myself,
the
classic
milk-and-cethis
effect
within
I
have
resort to
realcombination.
decided to never buy the TT-92.
Today, thenew catch phrase of This is a great calculator, but it
educationand commercialismisthe does too much. There must be
Internet. Everyone mustbeable to some thought inmath.
Buthow are we to counter this
geton-line inone way or another.
Most computers are equippedwith dilemma? After much thought,
internal moderns. Inwordprocess- I'vedeclaredFriday,June 6,1998
ingcoursesaroundthe country,stu- adayofreduced technology.Step
away from the modern conveniences of
the '90s, and enjoy a
simpler life. Instead
ofusingamicrowave,
takealittlemoretime
anduse thatfour-foot
metalcubesittingnext
to your refrigerator
to
(theoven). Afterdinncr, don't put those
seemingly
a
dishes
into
the automatic dishlearning
dents are
worthlessskill:the art ofletter writ- washer,but use some soap,your
ing. Though communication by hands,andthesink. Don't watch
e-mailisboth fasterandmore accu- television,but go to themoviesor
rate than the traditional mail ser- invitesomefriendsoverandbreak
vices, nothing beats the joy of re- out theRiskgame. Technology is
ceiving snail mail.
both a blessing and a curse. It
In an effort to compete in the shouldbewelcomedintoourlives,
world economy, Americans are but wemustnot forgetitsorigins.
forced to improve their math and
science skills. Luckily, wearegiven
a benefit our parents had to live David Garcia is a freshman
without: calculators. Unfortu- majoringincivil-environmental
nately, this treasureis workedinto engineering. His e-mail
the education systemtoo early. As addressisIggy@seattleu.edu.

11-92 calculators do too muchfor
students. There is something to be
—
said about doing math by hand it
teaches you think.

The main
problem isn't
the technology,but the operator.

Therefore,

extremists. It was the principles
thatGoldwaterchampionedthat
has taken the RepublicanParty
to where it is today. We need to
stick with what we have to help
reshape the American political

the Republican

champion thecause ofa smaller
national governm c n t ,
lower taxes,
and vigor-

The Republican Party needs to return
its roots, to the principles
—
Goldwater championed small
government and lower taxes.

not

"Only stupidpeoplearebreeding," this statement, as made by
Seattle's own Harvey Danger,
couldn't be more correct... sort
of. The influx of technology is
slowlybringing the generabntellect level of the average American down to astonishingly low
levels. America no longermaintains a spot among the top ten
nations when
the test scores
are analyzed.
Yet, how could
something
meant to help
simplify life
have the opposite effect?

The Republican
Party owes him a lot, and it is a
shame what the party is becoming in today's era.

ously defend

the freedom
we all love.
On a final
side note, I
would like to
thank all of

you whohave readmy columns
andgiven me feedback on them.
When Iget feedback on my columns, Iknow that Ihave accomplished my goal: sparking
debate on the issues of our day.

Jay Balasbas is a sophomore
majoring in political science.
His e-mail address is
balasbas@seattleu.edu.

Hatvciiicins: most

embrace differences
From page 6
humor is a way we balance the
scales.
Homosexuals,Mahus,
have been a part of our
culturealot longerthan

it became politically
correct to "come out of

the closet" on the mainland
Jokes and light-hearted humor
about Mahus,Japanese,Portuguese,
haoles,etc., areanaccepted partof
ourculture. Nomalice is intended.
If one cannot accept that, "as why
hard." As far as Mahus are concerned, they have historically been
acceptedbecause theydon' t ask for
special treatment, are part of normal everyday life, and claim no

—

victimization an American political phenomenon. In fact, no special privileges were allotted as
Mahus,Hawaiians, Japanese,Koreans, Russians, Puerto-Ricans,
Portuguese,etc. had to make it on
their own to become governors,
lawyers,dentists,teachers,fireman,
shopkeepers, etc. It's a matter of

history.
So, as Iread the misinformed
letter from Mr. Canlas and to a
degree your editorial, Ihave to
laugh. You sit on his elitist throne
andpontificate that theactions of a
groupofpeople are "unacceptable."
They'reperfectly acceptabletome!

What makes you a better judge?
I've livedin this Hawaii culture, in
Europe,ContinentalUnited States,
a year inSouth East Asiaand Ifail

to seethat the typical Americanhas
a corner on the market of "accept-

ahle behavior." It is because you
are part of academia that you feel
obligated to enlighten the poor
uneducated? Give me a
break!
Let me make a sugto a
ecent CD fromFrank
UeLima, Andy cumatui. or
eventhe lateßapßaplingcrif you
are interested. I'm sure you can
borrow any one of these from the
Hawaiianstudents... they won't let
you have it. It will be a learning

gestion. Listen

experience.
And Mr. Canlas is pursuing a
degree in International Business?
Whoa, back the international truck
up here! He had better adjust his
attitude and zip his lip until he appreciates the other point of view...
So lighten up, folks. Don't be
"victimized" so easily. There are
more serious things to be angryand
concerned about in this life. We
live in the greatest country in the
world,the envy of ALL. Value our
blessings,ourdivcrsity,our uniqueness. Let's quit flogging ourselves
for beingsodamn successful. Sure,

we have issues to resolve, challenges to face, andgoals toachieve.
We get up every day and have to
prove ourselves all over again.
That's what makes life worth living.

Richard ToledoJr.
Class of 1966

Features
The end of "THE REAL KWRLD'as they know it

EL

At the close of the Seattle season, MTV's docu-soap stars share
their reflections of the past five months.

Adriana janovich
AssociateFeatures Editor
It's a rainy Seattle afternoon at
the endofMay.Mild activity takes
place on the waterfront.
A tourist couple snaps a photographinfrontof a fountain.Several
people walk by carrying hot lattes
in white paper cups with plastic
lids, while a man takes a smoke
break under the Anthony'sFishBar
awning.Joggers run past the ramp
to the Victoria Clipper, commenting on the condo construction and
noticing the green-and-white

woodenArthurFoss dockednearby.
AlthoughSeattleites are out and
about, the locked metal gateatPier
70is quiet. Apasserbywouldhardly
suspect the cast andcrewofMTV's
"The Real World" is hanging out
inside,preparing for the wrapparty
later that night.
Except most of Seattle already
knows. And not all of them really
care.
Whilesome residentshungoutat
the pier hoping to take a photo of
the cast or geton film, others went
out of their way to broadcast their
negativefeelingsabout the show.
Eventhoughthesevenstrangers
facedtensioninandoutsideoftheir
custom designed, million-dollar

loft, the twentysomethingcast says
they learned alot from the experi-

' ence. was

extremely educational,"
"It
said 19-year-old Rebecca Lord, a
native of Charlottesville,Va.
"I put myself on a pedestal be-

fore Icame here.I
learned everything about myself, and Ithink we
all echo the same sentiment," the
Universityof Virginia sophomore
added.
"You learn a lot about yourself
and how you interact with other
people,"agreedLindsayBrien, who
calls herself "a compulsive liar"
and was known as the loudmouth
of the bunch. "The microphones
pick up everything."
Since January, the cast of the
seventh"Real World," a documentary soap opera created by MaryEllisBunimandJonathan Murray,
lived in a spacious 4,500 square
foot, uniquely furbished loft on
Elliott Bay. A barking metal bulldog alerted them of guests at the
front gate,and67pieces oforiginal
artwork hung on the brightly-colored walls. A long light fixture
hanging overthepooltabledoubled
as abed for visitors, and a 10-foot
shark entertained the cast foraquarter a pop.
Equipped with poles and ahole
inthe floor, thecast couldcatchfish
frominside their house. If fishing
was not their forte, they hadother
toys to keep them busy: a pool
table,climbing wall, hot tub, exercise centerand 2,000-book library.
Butno TV.
"They wanted toencourage conversations," Lordexplained.
Notonly did the castliveinacool
house, they got a cool job. They

—
dio station, 107.7 TheEnd help-

over things such as bills, laundry
and toilet paper.
"Living in a house with four
ing out with promotions, hosting
show,
theirownlatenightradio
and women... they'd use those rip-off
even hanging out with bands. calendar things. That'showbad it
Stephen Williams, 20, from San got,"Blackburn said.
BlackburnandBurnsmet before
Diego, Calif., befriended a band
show, and even lived together
the
spent
Super
member of
Deluxe and
Prague
at
his
partying
pad.
a lot of time
in
for a semester last year.
persprays
"You know he
fume at The Bon Marche?"
Williams said.
That wasn't all.
The lucky sevenalso got to
take a cool trip to Nepal.
"It wasgreat," said 21-yearold David Burns, a senior
studyingeconomics at theVirginiaMilitary Institute. "One
minut, people wereswarming
aroundus by thehundreds,and
the next we were down a narrowalley ataBuddhist temple
covered with monkeys."
But the Real Worlders paid
aprice for their cool arrangement: their privacy.
"I paid for this house, that
job and the trip with "soul
bucks, baby," Williams said.
"I paid with the emotional
stress I
had sometimes."
worked at the local alternativera-

Cameras watched over the
cast 24/7, untilnoonlastMon-

day.Twelve surveillancecamerasand eight television cameras placed throughout the
house recorded nearly their
every move and whisper.The
cast members literally had to
call the control room technicians, who worked in an offlimitsbackroom equippedwith
15 monitors, for notification
when they wanted to take a
showeror leavethe loft for any
reason.

down for the process. She wasn't
ready to give 100 percent, so she
decided to leave and go someplace
that would make her happy,"
Blackburn said.

would' ve not come here," Williams admitted.
Outside the house, the Real

Worlders faced unwelcoming locals since the time they arrivedin
"Youlearnthere are better ways January. Local media gossiped
— about themintheircolumns. People
to go about dealing with people
ways thatinvolve asmile.I'm grate- hassled them on the streets, from
ful for the personal growth, but I shouting "The Real World sucks!"
to obnoxiously trying to get on
camera. Othersjoinedapaparazzi
contest or wore T-shirts expressing their general dissatisfaction.
At thePosies concertinFebruary,
people made obscene gestures at
the cameras and swore into the
microphones.
"That was such a little, little,
minor part," said Janet Choi, a
journalism major from Chicago.
"We just laughed. It was comedy for us. There were about 15
people who werejerks,but everyoneelse wascool/'Blackburnsaid.
But it was not always fun.At a
party at the OK Hotel, a man
jumped on one of the women of
the cast.MTVevengotthembodyguards.
TheSeattle sevenhasadvice for
the next cast.
"Don't bring your condoms,"
Briensaid."Theysupply them for
you!"
Previous"Real World" seasons
were tapedinBoston,Miami,London,San Francisco,Los Angeles

and New York City.
Just how real is "The Real
World?"
"The house, of course, is not
real.Us being thrown together is
notreal.Whatisrealis theinteractions between the people,"
Blackburn said.
Burns agreed. "There's a Fat
Elvisaspect ofourexistencehere.
Yeah, wehave agreathouse and a
greatjob,but the interactions were
ultra-real,"he said.
"It was real given the circumstances," Lord said. "We were
givenunreal circumstances."

Over the past five months,
JIMMYY MALECKI
the camera crew used 9,086
batteries,
3,788
"AA"
and shot
The castof "TheReal World" spent thelastfive months living on Seattle's
tapes,recordingatotalof1,894
waterfront, workingat The End, hangingout with bands and learning alot
hours of logged time.
about themselves.
"The cameras changed the
dynamic of the' entire house.
You're not going to let everything This situation caused sometension
out that you wantt0... you'rebeing
with their only other male roomwatched," Williams said. "Some- mateat thebeginningofthe season.
timesit wasa nightmare."
"Those were someintense days.
"It was definitely hard for me," Ihad some really tough times.
Lord said.(With the cameras) ev- There's a lot of pain that comes
eryone sees your flaws. Iwas al- withthis gig. AndI
thoughtI
could
most at mybreakingpoint,analyz- do itall without talking to people
ingmyself to such a highdegree." about it,"Burns said. "Idon'tever
Households with MTV: 68,000,000
learned
EvenNathan Blackburn, theboy tell anyone about myself. I
next door whomaintained a longthatI
am not that strong."
Applicants for the Seattle show: 15,000
Burns, the only roommate who
distance relationship with his
blonde girlfriend, admitsthe cam- got a job outside of the station,
Hours it took to construct thePier 70 loft: 6,300
eras intimidated him at first, but workedat thePikePlaceFishMaremphasized the importance of act- ket.
Lights in the house: 226
ing natural.
"That market is unbelievable.
"Youjustgotta
' be yourself,man. Whenitcloses down,everyone gets
Countries where "TheReal World" is seen: 41
Otherwise,you IIbedisappointed," together.It'sreal community," he
he said.
said.
Oneoftheroommates,a 22-yearAccording to Lord, the experiPounds the MTV cameras weigh: 18.5
strength.
native,
tested
heremotional
old
New
York
left
before
ence
"I am not a character; Iam a the end of the season due to the
Cities where casting calls occured: 9
person.I
amproudofhowI
handled stressful complications of Lyme
myself. Idon't regret anything. I disease. According to the remainGuests who slept on the pool table: 1
amlucky becauseI
came outof this ing roommates, her absence
verypositive," Lordsaid.
changedthe dynamics ofthe group.
Tensions in the house mounted
"It madeus closer.Shejustwasn't
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It's been great, SU...but we are out of here!

Unhlersitygraduates
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whemh
the aisle to receivetheir
diplomas.
But grads Will be
leaving SUWithmuch
more than justa piece
thousandsOf dollars in
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T
Iney Will Deleaving

Withmuch more than
what they came here
with- experiences,
life'slessons friends
The following pages
highlight that aspect of
life at SU, Straight from
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Once graduates cross the stage at Commencement on June 14, they won't be
Seattle University students anymore. They'll become SU alumniinstead.
The YoungAlumprogram,run by the SU Alumni Association,appliestooutgoing
students for the first 10 years after graduation andhelps to keep themin touch with
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Any student who has completed at least45 credits at SU at the timeofgraduation

,^P^^becomes an officialalum, anew designation thatbrings withit plenty of advantages. A</55^^^>^§§UU
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Alumnibenefits include:
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to Connolly Center

" Asubscription to SUN, the university's alumni magazine
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Privileges at theLemieux Library
Career help from the Alumni SharingKnowledge (ASK)program
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" An alumni Visa card.
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the Young Alum Cruise, whichis scheduled to take place this year on Friday,July
10 at 7:30p.m.in ShilsholeBay Marina.
The alumni website,at www.seattleu.edu/alumni,lists allthebenefitsand events
and programs available for SU alums.
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SU to honor community members at Commencement
Humanities doctorate degrees to be presented tofour individuals
Marti Campbell

founded Filipino YouthActivities
of Seattle, Inc.in1957. This organizationhas 19chapters across the
country, and is the oldest in the
Four outstanding citizens will nation devoted to serving Filipino
receivehonorarydegreesduringthe youth andtheir families,according
upcoming 1998 Seattle University to Beil.
Commencement Ceremony.
Thecouple, whohaveeight chilThosewhowillreceivehonorary drenandISgrandchildren,received
doctor of humanities degrees this theYouthLeaderof theYearAward
year are Dorothy M. Laigo- in 1987 for their FYA activities
Cordova,Frederic A.Pilar Cordova, which included the Khordobah
"
~
David M.Irwin and August Wil- Drill Team and f«" /"~u
son.
Folk Dancers.
Itisthecustomat SUtoregularly
In 1994, they
community
leaders who bothreceivedthe
recognize
exemplify the ideals and values of Nordstrom
thisschool.
Community ,
The Honorary Degree Commit- Service Award
tee,chairedby ExecutiveAssistant for "bringing totothePresidentLenBeil,researches
gether people
and recommends accomplished From all backcandidates who act as role models grounds andcultui
forSUstudents andthecommunity
Fred authored "Filipinos: Forat large.
gotten Asian Americans," generDorothy
Fred and
Cordova are illy consideredthe firstsubstantial
bothSUalumni. Fredreceivedhis nistory of Filipinos inAmerica, in
bachelor's degreein1952, andDor- 1983.
othy graduatedin1953.
Dorothy servedon theSUBoard
Themuch-honoredCordovasco}f Regents from 1980 until 1991,

Staffßeporter

andisalso a supporterof minority
scholarships for the university's
21st CenturyCampaign.
Irwin,the third honoree, graduated fromSU in1962. It hasbeen
hislife's worktomakehighereducation available to those who
otherwise might not be
able to

—

t

'

> working to in-

/

crease state and

His efforts have made a huge
difference.In1968,thetotalamount
available to needy students was
$120,000 in the form of a need
grant,according Irwin.
Today the fundingpicture isentirelydifferent becauseoflrwin's
leadership, state funds available

—

have risen to $12.5 million, and
federal fundingstands at $156million.
Irwin's other accomplishments
include developinglegislation
the WashingtonStateNeed
Grant,as well
as the state
Work-Study
Program and
the Washington
State Higher Education Facilities Authority
to provideassistance to independent
universities and colleges in
\
the state through the issuance of
tax-exemptbonds.
Hewasappointedto theNational
Commissionon Student Financial
Assistance by the president protem of the U.S. Senate as an acknowledgment ofhis commitment
tohighereducation andhis demonstrated leadership ability in this
arena.
The fourth candidate, Wilson,
whosenamemay sound familiar,is
distinguishedandhighly-honored
i

Originally from Pittsburgh, he
has made Seattle his home since
1990, andreportedly does some of
his writing in nearbyCapitol Hill
eating establishments andcoffeehouses.
Most of his plays, which
chronicle the African-American
experience in this century, take
place aroundhis boyhoodhome.
Wilson won Pulitzer Prizes for
"The Piano Lesson" in 1986, and
"Fences"in 1987.
BesidesthePulitzers,Wilsonhas
received five New York Drama
Critics Circle Best Play Awards,
two Drama Desk Awards and a
Tony Award.
Fourofhisplays have beenproduced by the Seattle Repertory
Theater since 1986.
Others worksby Wilsoninclude
"Two Trains Running," "Joe
Turner'sComeandGone"and"Ma
Rainey'sBlack Bottom."
The presentationofthesehonorary degrees will immediately follow the opening remarks at Commencement, scheduled to begin at
12:40 p.m. on Sunday, June 14.
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Graduates
have some
final

thoughts
about their

The memories behind
the title
ASSUPresident more thanjust a line
on a resume
Throughout the year, atleastthree
times a month, a student comments
on how great "ASSU President"
must look on my resume. Sure, I
guess my resume doesn't look so
bad tointerviewers,but myexperience as ASSU President goes far
beyond an elegant piece of paper
and top-of-the-line ink.
While growing up, my family
would go on summer trips,
and I
often threeweeksof whatmy sister
andI
liked tocall 'TripleF:Forced
Family Fun." My mother had a
then-annoying,now-pleasant habit
of asking my sister, Dad and me
questions about the trip the first
night after we returned.
"What was your favorite day of
the trip? What was your favorite
activity? What interestingpeople
did you meet? What will you remember 10 years from now?"
My mother flew from Atlanta,
Ga., toSeattle recently tohang out
with me for Memorial Day weekend. Weheldhours-longconversations about whatmy yearasASSU
President has been like.
Tenyears later,sheaskedme the
same questions moms are wonderful! My favorite dayinthe past
year was,without a doubt,Sept.26,
1997. That was the day ofournew
president's
"

humor,honest leadership,andsin-

cere humility, and would do it all
over again today. That day will
stand out among the other great
days as truly extraordinary.
My favorite activity as ASSU
President is
difficult to
choose. I
will
have to choose
chairing the
Council meetings. Most
people don't
frequent our
weekly
— meetings Ican't
imagine why!
This quarter,
we usually get
outabitbefore
10:30 p.m. on
Wednesdaynights.
met fellow
At these meetings, I
issues,
plan
to
about
argue
leaders
upcoming events, and serve our
students to the best ofour ability.
We were a motley mix of the student body; some meetings more
challenging, all were thoughtful.
Therewerehundredsofinterestmet duringmy tenure.
ingpeopleI
Themembers oftheBoardofTrustees stick out, probably because
many
-»_i|_,;_n
people
insidiiduun
don't
jeremony
know
who they
are or
evenwhat
they look
like.
;ommi sWhile the meetings are confidential,I
jn behalf of the students, staff and
wasthelone studententrusted
on behalf of thouUniversity
speaking
with
faculty of my Seattle
:ommunity. He knelt before me sands a bitnerve-rackingat times.
[symbolically,Iwould argue)andI At each meeting, though, Iwas
blessed hisquietspirituality, gentle impressed with the directionof the

conversation and frequencyof the

word"student."
WhileIstill thinkstudentsshould
have more say in their conversations,I
think we, the student body,
madeleapsandboundsintheireyes
dozens
of
memories from
this year, but
what Iwill remember are
those students
who taught me
lessons outside
the classroom.
Four in particular inspired
me daily to give
my job the time,
energy, sweat
did,andshowedme
and tearsthat I
the worth in my role. Brody
O'Harran taught mehow to make
mistakes and, most importantly,
learn to grow above and beyond
them.
Anthony Valluzzo reminded me
thatsometimes working for the student body is sometimes theeasier
job,butnot the onlyrolefromwhich
one should gleanlife lessons.
SarahMariani challengedme day
after dayafter day after dayafter...
to challenge my own leadership
style andskills.
MeganMcArthur,my freshmanyearroommateandnowbest friend,
exemplified the path of service a
Jesuit-educated individual should
walk,constantlyremindingme"it*s
all about service."
Ittookmydear,not-so-oldmother
to remindme that my job wasand
will alwaysbemorethanaline on
simply loved being
a resume. I
ASSUPresident. Thankyou foran
outstanding year.

KatieDubik

—

Isimply loved being
ASSUPresident

—

years at SU
before they
go to grab
those

diplomas...
Pride or service?
The dangers of
competitive volunteerism

Following our mission, "Seattle University is committed to
the education of leaders,but ina
special waytothedevelopmentof
leaders for service women and
men whohave the competencies
andthemotivation toimprove not
only their personal lot,butthatof
theirfellowcitizens,"<wu/Mpreparationfor servicemustincludethe
willingnessandtheability to look
critically at the society in which
we live and at its institutions..."
Themissionstatementofouruniversitycontains the guidingprinciples ofSU. Theseprinciplesare
thematrix for bothouracademic
and personal development, yet
there are many of us who have
nevereven taken thetime to read
the mission, or worse, we have
distortedits purpose through insincere actions.
While we were on the Senior
Retreat, severalofus came to the
realizationthatmany ofour peers
are less than sincere. This may
not come of a surprise to many,
yet to those of us whohold our
peers to the same standards as
ourselves,it canbeabittroubling,

—

—

Thislackofgenuinecharacterisa
symptom of a larger problem
"Competitive Volunteerism."How
oftenhave weheard someone volunteer the fact that they donate
their time at Shelter X,Hospice V,
andPrisonZ?Don'tgetmewrong,
service to others is among thenoblest of deeds; however,motives
are important. lam not the only
one who begins to doubt the sincerity of others when they flaunt
their good deeds. We all seek
meaninginone wayor another,yet
the pursuit of recognition is shallow at best,
Competitive Volunteerism is
contagious, andthose whoseek to
pad aresume,impressamentor,or
winan award by outdoing others
distort SU's commitment to service and discourage others from
participating. As wecame torealize on the Senior Retreat, "pride
can color even service."
Ittooknearly four yearsformany
of us to recognize that Competitive Volunteerism is a problem,
and it is my parting wish that the
underclassmen reach this awarenessmuch earlier than we did.
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The best path to take
can be a winding one

COMMI

Thelast sleepless night

MeganMcCoid
Editor-in-Chief
doing here?
What theheck am I
Thatwas my first thought when I
set foot on the Seattle University campus. Four years later, that thought has
SEATTLE
changed to: how the heck didI
get here?
was whenI
waspainfully
first came here. WhenI
firstarrived atSU,I
I'ma completely different person thanI
was going todo duringmy time here.
quiet, unsure of myself andwithout the firstclue as to what I
Today,I'mlouder,surer and withmore thanjust aclue. Believeme, though, getting this way wasn'tthe easiest
happenedupon
spentmy first two yearsat SU wanderingincircles and stumbling around,buteventually,I
task. I
the true and straightpath forme.
I'mfinishingup the journalismprogram, whichoverthepast twoandhalf years hastaughtmehow toactuallyopen
my mouthandaskoddquestions to totalstrangers(believeme, thisdidreallyhelpmy social skills),and showedme
pick up
had. AndI
evenhave ajobrelated to mydegree waiting forme afterI
talentsthatI
didn'tevenknow thatI
mydiploma.
had wantedtobeanewsphotographer,
settledonjournalism,itwasn't wholeheartedly I
Thefunnythingis,whenI
slowly tookalikingto writing news stories,
andthis wastheclosest thingI
could get to that goal. Lucky forme thatI
because thatchoice ended up opening a whole new path for me.
joinedthathappy campus family knownas theSpectator staff. The
TheotherfatefuldecisionI
made was whenI
started out as PhotoEditor,and somehow am sittinghere
roadthere was full of strangetwists and turns as well. I
todayrunning the whole dangshow. HowdidI
gofrom beingyelled at by theEditor-in-Chief tobeingthe one that
gets to yell atother editors? I'mstill trying to figure that one out(as I'msure many others are, too).
One sure thing,though,is thatI'm veryproud of whatI'vedone inmy spot at the top this past year. Thispaper
read my firstissueas a freshman,and the people that workhere
is about ahundred times better thanit was when I
intomaking sure it stayedthat good. That's notan easything
put their heart,
' soul andtimebetterused for sleeping
whenthere salwayssome obstacleinthe way amissed deadline,adarkroommishap, aself-destructingcomputer,
orrenegadeopinion columnists.
Andit's certainly noteasy when theonly feedback you ever getis eitherhostilecomplaints orflat-outignorance.
Here at TheSpectator,we're passedover whenitcomes tocampusrecognition,we're dismissed as somecollegerag
bypeople whodon' thavethefirst ideaofthehardworkanddedication thatgoesintoitall,we'remetbynear-complete
apathy at every turn, we're taken for granted week after week, for 28 thankless weeks.
Indeed,thishasbeenthemost frustratingexperienceofmy life,butit's beenoneof thebest ones as well That's
know that
becauseofa valuable lesson I
learned here: it's what /make outof something that reallycounts. AndI
I've made something that very few people on this campus can match: a high-qualityproduct every week,and a
valuable service to the entire campuscommunity. AndI've gottenalot of goodyears here at The Spectator, from
my longandlonelynightsinthe darkroom todesperatelytrying to finishcopyediting at threeinthemorning. It was
wasable tobeapartof I
don* tknow whatI
would
nice toknow thattherewas somethingthis specialandunique thatI
havedone withmvlifehereifnot for the Soec. Well. I
euessIwouldhave
been able to sleepmore andmake it toclasses on time...
WhileI'mon such apositive note,I'dlike togive somespecial props to a
few people that havemade myyears here that much brighter.
First, the Specs: toDonald, thecoolest A &Eeditor around, whohasbeen
don'tthinkI
could
lockedinthe dungeonalongsideme sincetheeraofBill. I
have survivedallthistimewithout your screamingand generalscrewiness to
lighten thingsup, whichsomehow wasbalanced byahugededication toyour
work. Thatmakesyounotonlyagreatco-worker.butalsoagreatfriend.Life
atanother newspaperis going tobeprettyboring without youaround. Tothe
high trees!...or however theheck that goes.
ij
Associate Features Editor
And Meghan,you were the realheartof thispaperin my eyes. Thisyear
wasasuccess because ofall that you did. Youare going toreally shinenext
just know it. Don't forget thatI'll
I'm out ofhere!
year and take this paper evenhigher, I
We11... sort of.
alwaysbe available for computer tips and other adviceif you everneed it.
Actually,I'vegotonemore quarter togo, soI'llbeback inthe fall to finishupmy two-yearstint atSeattle
I'dgo on,butyouknow life at anewspaper there's a limit to howmuch
willbegone for a while,though. In acouple weeks I
leave forSanDiego
give mydearestand University. After thisquarter,I
space a writercan have. So to all the other staffers,I
working
internship,
weekly
newspaper.
urn,
whereI'llbe
ona
I
mean
sincerest thanks for allof theirhard work and loyalty this past year. Maybe for athree-month vacation...
off,changing
quarter
sure,
junioryear
University
Washington,
taking
Francisco,
most
transferredheremy
fromthe
of
and after
a
and
I
wecouldn' tmake thesame flights to andfrom San
only
schools,
can'tbelieveI"
m
a
behind.
quarter
journalism
switching
tomusic and
I
of usspaced on the long-plannedbowlingnight, but weallknew enough to my major frommusic to
gain
ground—unfortunately,
some
itby
Wednesday
night
helped
fun ThecrashcourseinIntensiveItalianI
took lastsummer
me
come together when itcounted: for those weekly
well.
thing
giorno"
"grazie."
fast,
except
remember
for
"buon
and
Oh
years,
and
went so
I
don't
a damn
sessions with the free pizza. Some of youI've worked withfor
finally
I
guess thisis supposed to be areflection of mycollege days, so I'llget right down to it. WhenI
will truly miss you all.
othersI've onlyhad thesefew months,butI
do,
things
mycollege
thatnormal
I
think
I'11look
backon
people
Ten,
emeritus,"
it
out
intothereal
worldanddo
all
the
accepting
the "editor
for
bizarree-mails make
Specialthanks to
moved away fromhome,livedinthe dorms
and phone calls seeking advice or venting ground duringlayout weeks. I experienceas being twostages. First,there wasthe timewhereI
newly-found
Sometimes, duringmy first twoyears
freedom.
my
and
tried
to
learnhow
to
deal
withallof
newspapers.
guess we'll bothhaveiteasier now atour"real"
while,
school,
with
well.
And
aftera
I
decided
that whenI
lookedback on college, I
ye
Tomas,
to
Thanks
of
I
didn'tdeal
it
so
you.
you'
taught
And
mealot morethanI'11everleton
to
remember
some
ofit.
actually
the
I
ifI'll
be
able
work
wanted
to
pushing
through
program.
just
for
me
wonder
ever
gaveupmy hopesofbeingthe nextElyin
stoppedscrewingaroundandgot serious about my studies.I
SoI
at a newspaper where people don'tknow exactly who you are.
—
might actually be able to make aliving
Totheroomies Erica, for dealingwith me during my huge sophomore Jones onthedrums,anddecided to changemy major tosomething I
in. Music tojournalism—what ahugepayincrease! Yeah,right. After hearingallof thesestories about the
slump (UofPwasn't for usintheend, wasit?) andjustfor beingtheawesome
Miss Americathat youare; andElaine,forclosingafour-yearcircle withme. low wagesand toughcompetitioninmy field,I'mstarting to think thatI'llbedriving thesame Toyotapickup
was 16 for many years to come.
Roommatesinfreshman year,roommatesinsenior year.
' Although thedigs I've hadsinceI
I'veenjoyedmy time at SU. It's the firsttimein mylifeI'vebeen at aprivate school,so ithas definitely
aremuchbetter this year thaninthebeginning. Idon t think there's anybody
figured ifmy dad
been... different. Being Jewish ata Jesuitinstitutionis also a bit strange sometimes, butI
elseI
couldbe somessy around, orwatch"AMC" or "Buffy" with. I'mvery
couldmake ithere 30 yearsago, socouldI.Thanks to those ofyou whomademe feelmore athome,making
glad that Housing made that last-minute switch four yearsago.
may havebeen the quiet guy sitting in theback
the sometimes cliquishatmosphere less stagnant for me. I
AndDad,what youtoldme four yearsago turned out tobe right:Ididend
managed
saying
appreciate
class,
ama
totrickmeinto
afew things from time to time.I
ofthe
butsome ofyouhave
uphaving the timeof mylife here. And yes,Iwill finally admit thatI
it
major procrastinator. ButIwon'tbe late for graduation, trustme.
Goodluck toall the Spectator staffers whoare leaving,andgoodluck to those whoare replacingthem.If
ammore thanready to saygoodbye.
It'sbeenagood four years,SU,butI
any
world,
ofthe neweditors need areporter to kickaround nextfall,I'11 bearound. Look for thequiet guy in the
Youmay havebuiltmypath intothe real
butI'mnow standingat the
|
baseball cap, sitting in the back of theclass.
endof it.
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Spectator eenlor etaffere reflect on
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their time in "The Dungeon" and at 5U ae>
they head toward graduation

.

Abo seepages 6 and 7 for more farewells from the staff.
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One more time around
IESSE WOLDMAN
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r/ie /?£AL rewards ofbeing anA&Eeditor.
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Big Love, sing, respect
and get over yourself

?pless night

DonaldMabbott
Arts & Entertainment Editor
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staffers reflect on
naeon and at SU ac
%rd graduation
lore farewelle

It wasmy therapistthat suggested AAf.COCK-A-DOODLEDOO!,"
or that my next roomie rang up
go to Seattle University.
I
She had drunk from the same $300 worth of long-distance calls
font that makes everySUalumnus on my phone and then split for
HongKong.
into a evangelicalmoonie.
Bothofthese experiences,howpersonal
already
Yoda had
My
ever,
I
didprepareme for the surprismany
things,
so
been right about
of disrespect andirreing
amount
trusted her.
sponsibility
I've
witnessed here at
near
the
stepped
campus
I
onto
SU.
Building,
before
there
Fine Arts
I
won'tbelabor the point.
wasanarched entrance,andstarted
I
believe that most people who
looking at the podium map. A
slight drizzle kicked up, and a pickupTheSpectator,or any
' newsstrangerwalked up tome. Shesaid paper for thatmatter,aren tat fault
Why?
she was going in the same direcWell, it's probably for the same
tion, andshared her umbrella with
chose journalism as my
meall the wayto Student Services. reason I
Hergraciousness, combined with major.
People whoread newspapersbeimmediate beautyofthisplace, was
lieve thatthereissomething bigger
intoxicating.
year,
I andmoreimportant thanthemselves
For the remainder of that
'
ateketchupsoup andmac n*cheese in the world. Therefore, they use
tolowermy annualincome,thereby their eyes and their ears more than
raising my need for loans on my their mouth. Theyare willing tolet
someone withmore experienceand
FAFSA.
me,
income
was
a
softer voice take the reins ahead
my
Andbelieve
of some glory-grabber with a big
already low enough.
Bewildered at beingaccepted,I mouth.
The kind of people whorise to
then forced Janet Shandley in Admissions, and Michael Hargraves leadership positions despite obfrom Financial Aid, kicking and stacles andanotherwise timid perscreaming,toparticipateinmylittle sonality are my inspiration.
MeganMcCoid,my soft-spoken
scheme.
Theyare to blamefor gettingme co-editor during my early years,
became a trusted leader, teacher
here.
I'm not a starry-eyed neophyte andfriend.Shehasheldontosomewhen itcomes to this world,ladies thing thatmany womenandmenof
and germs,butthetruthis,Ithought her age group have long forgotitalladream formy first sixmonths ten her integrity.
MyfriendMattZemekhas taught
here.
dropme
thateven religious zealots root
high
school
I'ma two-time
fiends,
for
do greatcartooncharacout.
impersonations,
ter
and show up
l'm
a
two-time
Scratch that—
high schooldropoutwithacumula- late for appointments. Spirituality
tive GPAnear 3.5, and the first of through sports. You've taught me
his family to earn a four-year de- much, good friend.
Asfor my early Spectator influgree.
Well,my dream came to anend ences andpals, TonyBrouner,Ten
got aDonalogics exam. It Anderson,BillChristianson,Marie
whenI
didn't help matters that my first "Voodoo" Hirsch, Ryan Nishio,
roommate in Bellarmine had an Ryan Miller,James Figueroa and
alarmclock thatscreamed"COCK- JasonOxrieder wherethehellare
A-DOODLE-DOO IT'S FIVE you guys?
By the looks of the
number of people who
appliedfor my job,I
am
the
only
person
in
the
world whorealizes what
anincredible three and
a half yearsI'vehad at
have
The Spectator. I
seen and heard every
band, attended every
opera, every play and
every musical that
caughtmyfancy.. FOR
FREE! Press agents
from coasttocoasthave
forced me to be on the
cuttingedge of the entertainment industry
will
duringmy reign. I
another
NEVER know
opportunity like this,
Me. by RyanNishio.
EVER. To that privi-

from theetaff.
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Me, by Jason Oxrieder '95.

bid a sadfarewell.
lege,I
say
I goodbye to a whole family
of music makers as well.
Musicians, who arc usually the
ones accused of having big egos,
are actually chronic givers: Joseph, R.J., Karl, David, Nick,

Nathan,Bill,John, Jesse, Tunde,
Stephen, Chris, Tim, Merv,Ben,
Shen, Lise, Kristen, Dana,
Veronica,Precious,Katie,Takiyah,
Mary Kay, Lizzie, Jamie, Juliana

andMaureen (IfI've left you out,
it's due to sleep deprivation, and
not alack of love).
Theleader of our little band,Dr.
Joy "Doc" Sherman, has made it
possible forme tobelieve inmyself
again. Not the me that everybody
knows, thedeep-down me that she
knew and trusted from the day we
met. By far,oneofthe mostenriching experiences at SU has been
Chorale.
Thanks, Joy.
"Doc," along with Lise Mann,
June Bube, Jerry Cobb, Jeanette
Rodriguez, Gary Atkins, Maria
Carl,Michael Holloman andMark
Lloyd Taylor have convinced me
that the best way to come out of
your cave, to participate and to
impose the necessity of learning
am
hopeI
ontoothers,is to teach.I
fortunate enough to find outifI've
got whatittakes tocarry the torch.
The people whohave hadaneffect onme whoareprobably oblivious to this include: Father Joseph
McGowan, Jeremiah Beckwith,
Katie Dubik, Meghan Sweet, Joe
Orlando andFather John Whitney.
"Putting up with my 8.5." honors go to Tami Mills, Tomas
Guillen,Katherine McKinnon and
theentire Spectator staff.
came
SeattleUniversityiswhereI
to hide.
came to heal.
It is whereI
came to participate
Itis whereI
life,
tocreate abetter me as well
in
as a better dad for mykids.
BigLove.
Oh,P.S There'snothingwrong
with this school that isn't on an
equal or deeper level wrong with
anyone whoattends classhere. So,
shutup,takecareofyour ownproblems, and SU will take care of its
own.It was here long before you
showed up, and it'll be here long
after you're gone. Get over yourself.

.—
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More farewells from the Specs...
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student and loving to learn
Meredith Burgin

test limits, apply values
MattZemek
Associate Sports Editor

Onanumber ofoccasions when watching thissupposedlyprecious
I
talkedabout graduationwithother college experience goby. At the
seniors this pastyear,thefirstwords end of that year, things began to
change.
I
heard were: "the real world."
One May evening inside St.
Why this phobiaofpost-graduageared
James Cathedral,I
attended anortionlife?Becauseitsfocusis
job
making
gan
and
concert. As I
listened to the
toward getting a
money. "Real" world means "ca- resonantsounds oftheorganpipes,
I
heard a clarioncall:therecomesa
reer" world.
timeinlife when youhave topush
Stop the anxiety please!
Iam completing my 17th yourself to levels of greater comstraight andlast yearofCatho- mitment and responsibility to the
am also finishing humancommunity.
lic education. I
During my junior year,I
finally
my eighth straight year of Jesuit
education,havingattended aJesuit lived life and the college experiwasso busy at
ence to the fullest.I
high school inPhoenix,Ariz.
couldn't see straight,
Inmyhigh school years,I
found times that I
the Jesuits to beextremelyperson- but it was worth every ounce of
able, immensely witty and politi- energyI
spent andthen some.
Coming here to The Spectator,
cally liberal.
Thathelpedme tochoose SU,as joining the Children's Literacy
did the promises of cleaner and Project, and staying with theFamcooler air, major league baseball ilyKitchen(whereI've been forall
(now,Phoenixhas that)andsmaller four years) gave me a year of inclass sizes, not necessarily in that credibleexperiencesanddays when
I
could work
order.
20 hours
SU
for
I
came to
amm^matm^mi
without
I
because
really
valued the
a
stopping to
Jesuit
think.
educational exThose
perience a
were the
well-rounded
out
most
synthesisofregrueling,
ligious and
brain-frying
career-related
education, deand abso-lut c 1 y
signed to make
to
wonderful
men
and
days I've
womenfor and
not
spent in my
with others in
life.
the world. In
to
out
My senior
short, I
came
year has
here to have a
beenarepeat
personally
of last year,
enriching and
with the
distinctively
addition of letter writing for SU's
Catholic education.
Now,after four amazingly quick Amnesty International chapter.
know whatI'mdoing at
years,I
feelmore enrichedandmore Now thatI
everhave(St.James The Spectator something I
Catholic thanI
havebeen
CathedralParish hashadalot to do couldn't say initially I
with this. To have such a place a able to budget my time better.
See whathappens whenyoupush
few blocks fromcampus isablessingIcannever giveenoughthanks yourself? You takeonbigburdens,
but once you manage them, you
for).
I
feel this way because of what feel empowered to make a bigdifI've done after 17 years, not be- ference in life.
Lookingbackon myjourneyhere
cause of whatlies ahead.
SU,
I
had at SU, to have come such a long
Inmy freshman year at
daily access to cable television for way is a testament to this
say university's "way of proceeding"
the first timein my life.Need I
inthe educational arena(the termis
year's
spiritual
more about that
fromSt.Ignatius,thefounder ofthe
growth?
Sophomore year marked a time Jesuits).
SU'srich and extensive amount
when I
remained stagnant and unto
my
limited
studies
of
CORE religion and social scicertain. Still
ence
courses forced me to address
work-study
job,
I
was
my
and

—
—

—

—
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When college
graduate walks
of the
university with an
education, the goal
is minister to
others,
merely
a selfserving career.
carve

——

moral, socialandethicalissues.By
lookingat eventsfrom variousper-

spectives, my world views were
constantlychallengedandreshaped
in just two years.
It was SU's classroom experiencethatpushedme, thatmade me
increasemy commitments,thatenabled the organ atSt. James to call
outto me.
I
had to confront the world and
follow that up by thinking about
washelped
myplaceinit. ThoughI
by the organ pipes at St. James,
SU's CORE Curriculum was the
majordriving forcein this process.
My innercall to greaterpersonal
responsibility was the result of an
accueducational experiencethatI
sociology
in
psychology,
mulated
andphilosophyclasses.
After gathering a number of
insights inall three subjects,Ihad
toeventually ask myself anumber
ofquestions.
AsI
entered myjunior year,was
had
goingtostartactingon what I
I
learned?
After reading textbooks and
listening to lectures for two years,
going to then do something
was I
aboutit?
Was Igoing to live my life in
accordance with my intellectual
realizations?
WasIgoingtounify my academic
inner world with the outer "real
world?"
That last question captures the
essence of this school. SU's mission is to providearicheducational
experience that draws from Jesuit
traditions,encouraging students to
be aware of the worldand to act in
it as resourcefully and as sensitively as possible.
The effort of the mind and the
desires of theheart are to combine
in the greathuman undertakingsof
service to the real "real world," a
worldof problems and injusticesin
themidst ofimmense wealth.
This is the world that SU
graduatesshouldrecognize,not the
worldof corporatestatus.
When the Jesuitstalk ofa"man"
or"woman" for others, they mean
mature and intelligentpeople who
can work inthe world to serveothers withamaximumofboth Godly
love and worldly practicality.
When a college graduate walks
out of the university with an
education,the goalis tominister to
others, not merely to carve out a
self-servingcareer.
walk the streets of
Whenever I
Seattle andseeahomeless person,

managed to work at the Spec for three andahalf years
Somehow I
withoutneeding to writeanarticle.
That's the beauty of workingin thebusiness department ofanewspaper;I
enjoy all thebenefits ofa journalistic team without the added
stress ofpublicizingmy thoughts andwords ona weeklybasis.
got
I
soldadvertisements to be part of the Spectator staff. In turn,I
campus
for communication
to be a part of thebest support group on

I
findit difficult to reflect onthepast four years,mainly because the
time passedsoquickly. Reflectingonmy education atSeattleUniversity proves tedious,sortingoutblurredmemoriesofstudies,friends and

I
feel veryfortunate that Igot the
opportunity to be a certified
student these past four years.
Thetime wentby so fast Quarters andyearsreally flew by,leaving
really done?
me to wonder: is thisreally it, amI
I
my
college
years
cannot complain much. I
Thinking back over
probably
and
thousandsofhours
complain
refuse to
about thehundreds
minute ofit.
every
researching,
for
I
loved
reading,
writing
of
and
dumped
down onmy
professors
the
workloads
gripe
I
shan't
about
swimmers,
synchronized
for
I
learned to
simultaneously
as
as
classes
organizemy time quite aptly.
I
even havenoqualms about thepressure putonme by ROTC,nor
the inevitable training exercises our commanders scheduled right
before midterms nearly every quarter, for this providedme with the
opportunity to see my own personaldepth.
Really,I
feel quite nostalgic.
got the
feel very fortunate thatI
enjoyedmy timeat SUquiteabit.I
I
not only
opportunity to be a certified studentthese past four years. I
spent that
must enter the "real world,"butI
redthe timein whichI
utterly lovebest: learning. Few are asfortunate as
doing what I

I

my people do not get such opportunities,
truly believe that what wehumans do utterly
social creatures, I
esus.Thisis atleast trueforme.Muchofmy identity during these
ge years stemmed from being a student. Mypeers consisted of
students,andfor three-fourths ofthepast four years,I
livedamong
campus.
other students on
I
was a student.
declaredI
was a student in response to
Over the past four years, I
do,on applications andquestionnaires,and
various inquirieson whatI
insmall-talk situations withothers.
easily could define myself in a way that was comprehensible to
I
others. It was as much my identity these past years as my own name.
must
shallnolongerbeastudent.I
It seemsterribly sudden thatsoonI
forthintomy futureandcarve outanew identity for myself,until the
love
can afford toreturnto schoolandcontinue doing whatI
f thatI

I

a stray cat or some other pathetic
situation,I
think to myself, "Gosh!
can't do
Such an atrocity, and I
anythingaboutitbecause myhome
isa college dorm!"
Graduating fromcollege willalamfinancially inlow me onceI
dependent toaddress those situations.
Now that SUhas given me both
the inclination to do good and the
means with which to do it,Ifeel
liberated.

——

Liberated in the knowledge of
what I've done and how far I've
come.
Liberated yes from the constraints ofhomework andacademic
pressure.
Liberated to enter the ultimate
classroom life on a full-time
basis.
Liberatedtodog00d... inthereal
world. Noanxiety there, only joy.
Take note, underclassmen, and
fare thee well.

— —

— —
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Late night problems really part of mystery
Adriana [anovich
Associate Features Editor

Suddenly,Iremembered one of
Father Spitzer'slectures. Thelong
and the short of it is, Idecided I
could see this situation,as wellas
the entire year at the Spec,as either
aproblem or a mystery.
There certainly were enough

editors' changes,only to have the
Editor-in-Chief change themback
to the way Ihad them before, or
suggest something entirely
different;sharing a computer with
my associate editor because there
weren't enough computers in the
stuffy, windowless room for
everyone to

As I
stood talking with a friend thoseinterviews andalltheWednesspent in the bowels of examples to view it as a problem.
the other day on campus, another daynightsI
student approached a girlstanding
work at once;
nearby. I
recognized them both,
but since I
was already deep in
and listening to
conversation, Idid not pay them
the Managing
muchattention.
Editor gripe
However, my ears perked up
about the five
pages shehad to
when I
heard him tell the girl
something like, "Great article in
lay out, a trip to a
Spectator
you
newspaper
the
about
thisweek!
great
quotes!"
Youhad some
conference in
"Great article in The Spectator"
San Francisco
are not usually words this senior
that she did not
editor hearsoften(unless,ofcourse,
even attend, and
it's anarticle about His Greatness,
all of the other
editors, whoshe
FatherBob Spitzer,SJ),soIlistened
thought werenot
a little more closely.
spendingenough
But the girl just said "Thanks,"
and that was theendofit.
time in The
At least, it was for her.
Spectator's
Photo Courtesy of Adriana Janovich
Hey, wait a minute,I
thought. I
basementoffices
Janovich,
MichelleBoshartandKristi Johannsen take a hotelbreak during the
wrote that article. / wrote it. So Adriana
nor doing good
Spectator staffs excursion to San Francisco in February.
enough jobs
whyis shegettingthe compliment?
My friend kept talking, but I
altogether so
wasn't really listeninganymore. I the Chieftain workingoncountless
Istarted thinking about all the they should not be mad that the
wasthinking about thehourIspent drafts, making final edits and lay- times my friends went out on Editor-in-Chief got a raise.
—
Afteralatenight,oranall-nighter
interviewing thegirl, the twohours ingoutpages —sometimesuntilsix Wednesdaynights whileIstayedin
was lucky if I
spent listening to the microtape to in the morning for anewspaperI theChieftaindungeonslavingaway at The Spectator, I
I
transcribetheinterviewand thelate am not even sure most students at constantly crashing computers, was able to stay awake through
Wednesday night I
searchingfrantically for clip art to Taylor's afternoon Japan and the
spent editing even read.
Now, Ifinally hear someone replace the photos that for some West class with a grande mocha
and laying out the article.
— reason did not get taken, and from the coffee cart guy inPigott.
In fact, Istarted thinking about actually read an article I
wrote
—
all thehours Ispent interviewing even compliment it but the working through the outbursts of When Thursdaynightrolledaround
people this year as one of The compliment wasnot directedtome! curses from one editor and the and my friends wanted to go out
again,all I
wanted to do was sleep.
Spectator'sFeatures editors,allthe It was for the girl Iwrote about, blaringrap music of another.
I
remembered makingalIthecopy Andmostof the time,that'sexactly
hours Ispent transcribing tapes of standing three feet awayfrom me.

whatI
did.
But the moreIthought about all
of it, themore I
realizedthat's not
really
whatit was
about.
WhenI
hadacomputer question,
someone was alwaysaround tohelp.
When Ineeded to take a break,
someone was there with a good
laugh(or a copy of thelatest Vibe
magazine).
just had to talk about
When I
"TheCuteGuy"someone (usually)
was hungry,
listened. And whenI
there wasPiecora's pizza.
Somehow,despite the computer
problems, human mistakes and
personalitydifferences,anunlikely
group of student editors managed
to work together to put out apaper
each week.
We didn'tdoit for the paycheck,
practicum credit or the chance to
spendevenmore time withTomas.
We didn't doit to seeour namein
print, win someaward or because
wehad nothing better to do.
We diditbecause we loveit,and
because maybe somebody would
read the stories we wrote. Maybe
they would learn something from
our words, feel entertained or feel
more a part of the community.
Maybethey wouldbemoved.
So,eventhoughthestudentdidn't
tell me he liked, or even read, the
wrote,he toldsomebody. I
articleI
justhappened to be lucky enough
to overhear thecompliment.
there,
Standing
only
half-listening tomy friend,I
decided
this year at The Spectator wasn't a
problem at all, but a marvelous
mystery.

to the Class of 1998!
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And good luck to
graduates as they
embark on a new
journey in their lives.
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General Commencement Information
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1 Important Dates!

JJ

SEATT

Thursday, June 11
"Capsandgowns,name cardsandCommencementtickets
issued inPigott Auditorium,noon to 7 p.m. Photoidentificationis required.
Each graduate will beissued five tickets only for the ceremony. Tickets are required for guests to be admitted to
Commencement. They will also be issued an index card

cente^na

r^f

bearingtheirname.whichtheymustbringtotheceremonyso

-^—

—

thattheirnamecan beread as they cross the stagetoreceive
their diploma. Graduates are allowed to keep their caps,
gowns,academic hoods arid tasselsafter theceremony.
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■Capsahdgowns.namecardsandCommencernenttickeis
issuedin Pigott Auditorium,noon to Ip.m. Photoidentificarionis required.
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Saturday, June 13
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Friday, June 12
■Capsandgowns.namecardsaridCommencementtickets
-issuedinPigott Auditorium,1 1 am.to 2 pjn.Photoidentificationis required.
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Baccalaureate Mass, processional begins at 2:40 p.m.
HeldatStJames Cathedral.NinthAvenue andMarionStreet.
Students and their families are encouraged to attend and
participate. Tickets are notrequired, but seatingis limited.
The CathedralHall at Columbia Street andTerry Avenue
willbeopen for academic robing at 1:40pjn.Faculty members willleadtheprocessioa and thereisnoprecise marching
ordensimplylineup twoby two,sothatfacultymarshalsmay
guidegraduates into and outofpews.
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President's Reception,Campion Ballroom,4:30 to6 pm
All graduates and their family and friends are welcome to
attend this event, where they will be personally greeted by
University PresidentFather StephenSundborg.S).
Parking is available at the SU parking garage, located at
Broadway and East Columbia Street. No reservations are
necessary forthis event.
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"GraduatingClass Breakfast,CampionBallroom,9am. An
RSVP byJune 10is required. Graduatesadmittedfree;guests
are $10 each, with a limit of four guests per graduate. The
breakfast issponsored bytheSeattleUniversity Alumni Associationasawaytowelcomegraduatesintotheassociationas
well asoffer theirown congratulations andwordf ofencouragement.

Parking is available at the SU parking garage, located at
Broadway andEastColumbiaStreet.CallAlumnißelationsat
296-6 127 for moredetails.
" Commencement,

SeattleCenter Arena,305Harrison St.,
processionalbeginsat 1 2:40pm. Admissionisbyncketonly.
Graduates must repon to the Mercer Forum (between the
Arena and the Opera House onMercer Street) no later than
noon and go to die room designated for their college. Their
cap and gownwill serve as admission to the arena.
Family members and friends are askedtogo straight to the
Arenaand be seated,as seating willbe very tight. The ceremony generally concludesby 3:30 p.m.
There is no recessional: friendsand family are instead allowedtojoingraduatesonthearenaflooraftertheceremony
concludesandthe platform party and faculty exit
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Diplomas: Ifyou area springgraduate,your diploma will bemailedabouteight
weeks afterCommencement. Itwillbe sent tothe home addressfoundon file inthe
Registrar's Office. Please call the Registrar's Office at 296-5850 or stop by in
personifyou needto make anychange ofaddress so thatyour diploma willreach
you promptly.
"

Photographs: Noindividualphotographersare allowedon thefloorofthe arena
during theCommencement ceremony; however, the university obtains a professional photographer to take the picture of each graduate as they receive their
diplomas from the president. A mailing has been sent out that outlines photo
packages, costs, ordering procedures, delivery dates, and so on. Anyquestions
regarding these photo orders shouldbe directed to University Pictures, at (4 1 5)
941-3916.

1998 Commencement SeCtJOFI Credits
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Around the world in 365 days— on a bike
Assistant to the, President Len
Shari Wardinski
Stajfßeporter

ingcollege football.Butthat won't
bethe case for 250 people, whoon
that day will begin an adventureof
a lifetime.

Over 250 people
of all ages, sexes
and nationalities
from across the
country haveregistered for the event,

Since then, Beil has taken severalbike trips, including Seattle to
Portland, Seattle toSan Diegoand
a seven-week ride from Seattle to
Atlantic City.
Beil, who has already cycled in
France,Germany andNewZealand,
figured he would eventually bike
aroundthe world bydoingit a piece
at a time. But in 1994, whenTim
Kneelandfrom
TimKneeland
andAssociates

It's a once-in-a-

year.

cyclists withachy
muscles.
Beil won't be
the onlyonebenefiting from this
adventure. The

ciation

On New Year's Day in the year
2000,most people willbe relaxing
at home, eating snacks and watch-

Thisadventureis
the Odyssey 2000,
an around-theworld bicycle trek
lasting the entire

prepares to embarf^on the Odyssey 2000

lifetime

opportunity.
Len Beil, on the
Odyssey 2000

donations and

pledges he receives willbeput
toward Minority

Student
and
Single Parent
Scholarship funds
atSU.
Beilhas already
collected about
$85,000 for the
funds, and hopes
to reach his goal
of $100,000 by
the timeofhisde-

began putting

togetherOdyssey 2000, Beil
wasthe second
person to sign

"Iwas going
fulfill a
dream Ihad
to

parture.
The tour

'

fromthe Bos,"

including an 81-year-oldgrandmother fromFlorida
andan 8-year-oldSeattlegirl,riding
withher parents.
SeattleUniversity's Assistantto
the PresidentLenBeil willalsobe
one of the 250 participants.
"Itisaonce-in-a-lifetime opportunity," Beil said.
cycling career started in

Beil said.
Beil has been training forOdyssey 2000sincehe first heard about
it. During the winter months, he
can often be seen riding for long
periods on the stationary bike, or
joggingon thetreadmill duringhis
lunch break.
Duringsummer months,Beilen'84, whenhe signedup to ride in joys the real thing. Typical bike
theTri-IslandTrek,a150-mile fund trips for himincluderiding around
raiserfor theAmericanLung Asso- AlkiBeachinWest Seattle orbik-

KBeil's

GREETMGS

Molly McCarthy / Photo

Editor

Len Beilwill travelaround the worldon hisbike beginningonNew Year'sDayof2000.

ingfrom SeattletoPort Anglelesto two days for relaxing and
sightseeing.
visithis parents.
The cyclists will begin their52The cost of Odyssey 2000 is
-week adventure in Los Angeles. $36,000, which adds up to around
They willcontinue to ride through $99 per day. This price includes
four continents and 52 countries, airfare,overnightaccommodations
ridingover 20,000 miles. The cyclists willaverage77milesperday,
five days aweek,leaving the other

FROM

andfood. Participants alsoreceive
an Odyssey 2000 bike, daily road

support, and massages for those

officially ends on
Dec.31,2000,but
Beil and the oth-

ers hope to get in
onelast day ofcyclingbybringing
up therearat theRoseBowlParade
onNew Year's Day of 2001
Thatmeans thatallofthepeople
whoenjoyNew Years's Dayrelax-

.

ing, eating and watching college
football willfind themselvesin the
sameposition whenOdyssey 2000

begins as whenitends.

FRANKFURI

ODER

Senior English major Claudia Wolfe recaps her experiences in Germany
CLAUDIA WOLFE
Special to The Spectator

When you thinkofGermany,are
your first thoughts of beer,
lederhosen, mountains and polka
music?
It is probably safe to say the
majority of the 11Seattle University students who ventured to Germany for Spring Quarter 1998 had
some of the same ideas. These
ideas, however, have been drastically altered well,thebeerpartof
the Germanic impressions is not
too far from accurate.
We werein what was,only nine
years ago, the communist block
East Germany, located directly on
the Polish border in a university
towncalledFrankfurtOder. Europa
University Viadrina is relatively
small, with only about 3,000 students.
The most interesting aspect to
thisuniversity is that onlyabout 50
percentofthe studentpopulationis
German. Theother halfhail from
alloverEurope;wehavemetpeople
from Russia,Finland,France,England, Italy, Spain, Poland, the
Czech Republic and theUkraine.
This new and up-and-coming

—

university focusesoninternational
business, economics and cultural
sciences, explaining its desire to
attract foreignstudentsandthereason for encouraging its students to
travel abroad for at least one semester out of their typically five
yearprogram.
One ofthe first things youmight
noticeonyour journeytoFrankfurt
Oder is the unbelievably flatlandscape. The next thing you might
find shocking is the prolific graffiti. Upon arrival,you cannothelp
but notice the abundance of new
construction and concrete. The
concretebegins withthe streets and
doesn't stop until the top of what
nottoolongago wassocialisthousing. It isthe strangest thing tolook
at street after street with the exact
same buildings it's easy to get
lost,because thesebuildingsreally
have no distinguishing factors.
Nottoofarfrom thestudenthousing, however, is a manmade lake
which most of us have visited.
Outsideofthis lake,FrankfurtOder
could never be called pretty.
Youmight ask, "Well, why not
go toMunich orHeidelberg where
mountainsandlederhosen areplen—
tiful that soundslikemore fun?"
The answer is that it is exciting to

—

be a part of something that is just
getting started.
Itis unbelievable to watch a city
transform from a communistblock
city wherepeople were notallowed
inor out and did not have some of
the simplest luxuries,like chocolate, to a thriving university town
with students from all over the
world.
You get a real sense of history
here,mainly becauseitis asmaller,
non-tourist town where you can
talk to the people thatlivedthrough
the destruction of World War 11,
watched as theAlliesoccupied and
dividedtheir country,and theneven
sawitreunited.
These are concepts which most
of us can only imagine, unless of
coursewe visitandlisten to stories
such as not being allowed to visit
family members for 45 years because of the division,or teenagers
who were not allowed to graduate
fromhigh schoolif they didn't join
political party organizations. This
list goes on and on.
Thefact is,the peopleinMunich
and Heidelbergmay very well have
endured hardships as a result of
these events, but thereis a reason
stereotypes such as polka music
andlederhosenhavebeenattached

to these parts of Germany.

They
people
didnot haveitas hardas the
in theoldEast Germany.
Perhaps more importantly, the
people in West Germany havehad
theirfilloftourists andthesepeople
have not; they are pleased that we
takeinterest,andthey want toshare
their stories.
Their story is exactly that which
we want to obtain. One of our
projects was to interview people
wholived through this period and
record theirstory.
Themost important thingpeople
candoas faras history isconcerned
is to learn.
Bylistening to these stories and
visiting places like Auschwitz, a
concentration camp in Poland
where approximately one to four
million Jews, Poles and Gypsies
were systematically murdered, we
can be aware of what the human
person is capable of doing. We
want to keep these stories alive to
help prevent such atrocities from
happeningagain.
This also draws attention to the
fact that genocide is nota phenomenon of the past. Theleast we can
do isbe aware of the tremendous
suffering that happens today in
places like,but certainly not Urn-

ited to, Nicaragua, Guatemala,
Bosnia,Cambodia and manyparts
of Africa.
This part of Germany brings
American students as close as they
canpossibly come to this important
chapterof worldhistory, and brings
current events closer to their
thoughts andhearts.
Besides obtaining an interesting
historical perspective, the SU students havesampledmany fineGerman beers, taken weekend trips to
places suchasParis,France;Prague,
Czech Republic; and Hamburg,
Dresden,Potsdamand Berlin,Germany.

Only 45 minutes away are the
cities of Amsterdam, Holland;
Stavanger,Norway; and Krakow,
Poland.
We have met cool people, eaten
delicious food, danced until we
couldnot move,and improved our
German.
This experienceisonenone ofus
willforget soon.
If you are interested in looking
up Viadrina Universityon its web
page, you can find it at http://
www.euv-frankfurt-o.de,andstart

planningyour own trip withprofessorCharles Lawrence inthe spring
of 1999.
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Christopher Wilson

"Fear"is thatitis aGREATmovie!

Copy Editor

Forget what you think about
drugs there's no dangerofbeing

—

"We were somewhere around
Barstow,on the edgeof the desert,
whenthedrugsbegan to take hold."
Thus begins "Fear and Loathing
inLas Vegas,"the twisted,hallucinatory journey of two anti-heroes
through the neon canyons of the

Rupert Holmes "Accomplice"
comes to the NW Actors Studio
Theincredibly unique thriller "Accomplice"isscheduled for two
more weekends at theNorthwest Actor's Studio.In collaboration
with Actor's Studio Creative and VagabondProductions, thisintense play was performed to sold-out audiences at the Pasadena
Playhouse. Another of author Rupert Holme's creations, "The
Mystery of Edwin Drood" was also sold out through its run on
Broadway.The play runsFri. and Sat at8 p.m., and Sun. at 9p.m.
For more information, call theNorthwest Actors Studio at (206)
324-6328.

L

Sheila Bender to read at the
Frye Art Museum

Former Seattle University "writer in residence" Sheila Bender
will read her poetry at the Frye Art Museum next Thursday.
Bender'spoetry hasbeen publishedbyDell PublishingandWriter's
Digest Books. Shehas written book reviews for the World, Poet
Lore, and The SeattleTimes as well as writtenand co-authored
several plays. Other than at SU, Bender has also taught at the
UniversityofArizonaPima Community College, (Tucson, Ariz.),
Heritage Institute, Antioch University, and Shoreline Community
College.Bender's work was recently selected for the MetroBus
Poetry Contest.Thereadingis scheduled for June11,at 7 p.m., and
admission is FREE.For more information, call the Frye ArtMuseum at (206) 622-9250.

"Kelly Loves Tony" screening
at The Wing Luke Asian
Museum
Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Spencer Nakasako will releasehisnew film"KellyLoves Tony"inthePacific Northwest this
Sunday at the Nippon Kan Theatre.The film is based on a video
diary recorded by a Laotian American refugee couple in East
Oakland during theirlast years as teenagers.The resultis a"gritty,
intimate portrayal" of Southwest Asian teens growing up in the
'90s.For more information,call the Wing Luke Museum at (206)
623-5124.

me

city that never sleeps.
Thefilm adaptation of journalist
and consciousness-expander
Hunter Thompson's epochalnovel
will have audiences alternately
laughinghysterically and squirming withdiscomfortbefore thelights
come up.
Theyear is 1971,and America is
in bad shape.
Still reeling from the raw,emotional turbulence of the late '60s,
the country is undergoing what
somesee as thedeath oftheAmerican dream. The death sentencehas
beenexecuted on the freewheeling
hippie days, butthe accompanying
drug culture is alive and well, at
leastfor Raoul Duke (Thompson's
alias),andGonzo,Duke's attorney
and friend.
Dukehasbeen assignedtocover
theMint 400, an off-road race outsideof Las Vegas. SoDuke rents a
shiny red convertible, collects his
companion andlawyer,Gonzo,and
they head downInterstate 15 with
severalcases of beerand a suitcase

of Pharmaceuticals topass the time.
The ride to Las Vegas is a lark,
with Duke and Gonzo exchanging
deranged banter and hallucinating
about batschasing them. But then,
in an unfortunate accident of illtimed tripping, theyswing intoLas
Vegas just as multiple hits of acid

take powerful holdof Duke. THE
COLORS. OH GOD, THE COLORS! MY FINGERS ARE
TAFFY!
The followingcheck-in scene is
incredibly funny, as Duke sees the
desk clerk change intoa wriggling
moray eel, and then tries to be inconspicuous as the bar patrons
around himchange into giant lizards. THEY'LL KILL US ALL!
Themoviecontinues in this fashion as Duke and Gonzo, fueledby
everypossiblepharmaceutical combination, try to liveup to theopening quote from Samuel Johnson:
"He who makes a beast ofhimself
getsrid ofthepainof beinga man."

convertedhere.
Ifyou think they're theroot ofall
evil, vindication will be right in
frontofyou. Ifyou're alittlemore
open-minded,and perhapsevenexperimented while young and imprudent, this film mightbring back
somefondmemories or somebad
flashbacks.
The cast is led by two strong
stars,andsupportedby severalothers in numerous cameos. Johnny
Depp, as Duke, went so far as to
shave the top ofhis head to appear
like Thompson, andlived with the
man for several months to learnhis
mannerisms.
Depp captures Thompson'sraging eccentricity as well as his surprising, genteelaffability.
Benicio Del Toro gained 40
pounds tofill out thepartof Gonzo,
Duke's confidant and attorney.
His dark, saturnine presence as
herampages throughthe filmshould
be the perfectexample for parents
cautioning offspring on the dangers of drugs.
"That's what you'll look like if
you do drugs! Just say no!"
Gary Busey puts in an appearance asaredneck sheriff who, after
pulling over Thompson for speeding,asksfor a little kiss because "it
getssolonelyouthere" inthedesert.
Christina Ricci, Cameron Diaz
andMark Harmonshowup,but are
difficult to recognize, making it
really fun trying to figureout who's

—

Don't get the impression, however,that "Fear"is one worshipful
paean to better living through

chemicals.
TheirLas Vegasodyssey quickly
becomes a trip downthe rabbithole
in this dark"Alice inWonderland"
("This one will make you
TALLER!"). The mood becomes
progressively darker, with violent
mood swings and naked paranoia
becomingthe norm.
Duke and Gonzo seem to act as
eachother' s foil,guidingeachother
through the most treacherous parts
of self-induced dementia while tryingtoreservesome equilibrium for
themselves.
Itseems as though oneof themis
perpetually riding the rocket up
while the other is crashing back
down to earth. They take turns
trying to yank the pin out of the

grenade whiletheothertries tohold
it in.
It ultimatelybecomes toomuch
for the audience, as the shocking
carnageof yet another trashed hotel
room is exposed the harshlight of
day,and Gonzo andDuke rub their
bloodshot eyes and ask each other
what happened.
Thesight ofGonzoleeringdrunkenly over his vomit-encrusted car
door as their convertible barrels
down the strip becomes truly revolting.
And themost horrible thingofall
is that it's a true story.
The story doesn't really end; it

just stops at the endof a chapter.
The audience is left with the
sense that these two strangely endearinglouts continue on,boozing
and drugging their way into eternity in a succession of hallucinations and wrecked rooms.
The really strange part about

who!

In a cinematic first, one casino
featuresabizarre flying-trapezeact
during which a pregnant acrobat
gives birthin mid-air, shooting the
fetus tosafetyinacannon-like fashion to thunderous applause.
Make sense? Not to me either,
and Isaw the damn movie.
"Fear"isnot good, clean fun, but
two out of three ain't bad. It is

interesting to note, however, that
this filmcontains no sexand virtually no profanity. Other than that,
it's a pretty good movie.
Here'ssomepartingadvice from
Mr. Duke:
"Agoodperson shouldbe able to
get over the vision of their dead
grandmothercrawling up their leg,
swinging aknife."

Massive Attack jumps from the "Mezzanine"
STEVEN P. FORD
Staffßeporter
Massive Attack.
With a name that sounds like a
Henry Rollins project, it's somewhat hard tograsp the imageofone
of Britains most influential "triphop"groups.
Yet, for those who know, and
now for those whodidn't,Massive
Attack has beenpushing the envelope of this genre for almost a decade.

Thenewestalbum,"Mezzanine,"
is not an exception.
Where the band's first two al-

Massive Attack.
bums, "Blue Lines" (1991) and
"Protection" (1994) took onharder
edges, "Mezzanine" develops into
a voyage of sound and rhythminfused withcomplex vocal melodies
that can drift as well as hammer.
The core group,Robert delNaja,
Grant Marshall and Andrew

Photo courtesy of

Virgin

Records

called upon many
styles
different
and traditions.
Influences of reggae, funk and
punk areprevalentandunderscored
with textured musical tones that
bring the listener in and out of a
dark loungeadventure.
Massive Attack is also wellVowles, have

known for its collaborative efforts
onpreviousalbums with artistslike
Tracy Thorn (from Everything but
the Girl) and Tricky.
"Mezzanine" follows this traditionbyenlistingthe vocal talentsof
three prominent artists.
Reggae legend Horace Andy,
whoworked with theband on"Blue
Lines," lays down a haunting vibrato on Mezzanine's "Angel."
Sara Jay contributes with the vocals of "Dissolved Girl."
The third guest, Liz Fraser, formerly ofCocteau Twins, sings one
of the most disturbingly beautiful
trackseverontheband's first single,

"Teardrop."
The band is not without their
ownmerits. "Rising Son," "Inertia
Creeps" and"Man Next Door" all
move with asly intensity of music
and vocals that most bands dream
of.
Almost everysongon this album
works a similar theme while expanding into a piece of its own
dimensions and structure.
Massive Attack works wonders
where others can only venture in
timidindecisiveness.
For fans of Tricky or Portishead
or any of theirfollowing,this band,
and this album area definitemust.
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Multitalented Dunnery crosses all genres
Recorded

DONALD MABBOTT
Arts & Entertainment Editor

a studio designed

Studios," the terminally positive
"Let'sGo"reflectsDunnery'sown

Francis Dunnery isn'tfor everybody.
Buthe should be.

His 12-song CD "Let's Go Do
What Happens" was released by

Razor & TieEntertainment inlate
April.
It is a difficult CD to put back
into the jewel case and let rattle
aroundin theback seat ofyour car.
After a short stint withthe British
band It Bites, Dunnery made for
America and put out two releases
on Atlantic,"Fearless" (1994) and
"Tall Blonde Helicopter"(1995).
Thisnew effort is highlyoriginal
and reported to be a collection of
upbeat pop tunes gleaned from
Tuesday night jam sessions during
the summer of '97 at the Murcury
LoungeinNew York.
Despiteplayingguitar onRobert
Plant's "Fate of Nations" world
tour,Dunnery isrelativelyunknown
here.
"Let's Go Do What Happens"is
sure to changeall that.
Itmight notbe surprising to learn
that another very popular British
success story, The Police, had a
similar rise. They had only one
release, "Outlandos de Amor,"
when theybegan their first tour.

at

andbuiltbyDunneryintheheartof
the Manhattan's garment district
appropriately dubbed "Sunshine

Photo Courtesy of Razor & Tie

FrancisDunnery.

Their next album was actually a
collectionofjamsessions theycreated, stretching out their limited
repertoire during the "Outlandos"

occasionallyas well

Thistalentedmulti-instrumental-

personal and spiritual growth.
Even whiletakingpotshots at his
own rootsin Catholicism,Dunnery
can't keep a straight face:
When I
came out my mother's
womb theyputa sticker onmy head
that said:
Roman Catholic whitetrashpiece
ofgarbage isn 'tgoinganywhere/1
believed them for a while but I
startedgetting all theseanti-messagesfrom my psyche/
Thisis amessagefor allthe youth
of 1998: Give upyourdayjobsand
follow the grief trail home, follow
thegrief trailhome.
Dunneryutilizizes the incredible
timeless sounds of the Tower of
Power horns on "Riding On the
Back," whichis craftedin6/8 time.
ThecloseoftheCD gives a peek
at Dunnery's sense ofhumor.
On "GiveUp Your DayJob," the
tune transmogrifiesintosome kind

—

offunk/Cheech andChongtrip that
Go." From folky selections like features a chorus off shouts on
"Jonah," "Homein My Heart" and andoffkey thenends withabitof
tour.
There is an eerie likeness to the anthemic "Revolution," nostalgic advice:
Tune in, turnon andsmash itall
Sting's voice in Dunnery's. While Dunneryadeptly springs intojazz,
it is truly a unique voice, a little progressive,andevena little disco- up because nothing really matters
like ya think it does anyway.
Bono and Peter Gabriel sneaks in ish ditty called "Perfect Shape."
ist covers many genres in "Let's

—

Thereis still

seating available
for the Seattle
University
Chorale's "The
World In
Harmony"
concert Friday
night, andmany
tickets available
for the Sunday
show.Don't let
this school year
go by without
attending one of
SU's popular and
dynamic choir
concerts. For more
information and
tickets, call the
Fine Arts Office
at 296-5360.
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A farewell address; athletics
at the end of the 20th century
inked my first wordsin this
Dear readers, since I
space on September 25, 1996, 1have repeatedly
preachedabout thevalueandmeaningofsports.The
stillbelieve in
said thenare the things I
things thatI
now.
effectivelyconveyedonemessage toyouover
IfI
the past two years, Ihope this "sports mission
statement" reflects the spirit and content of that
message. Just as SU has a mission, sport does as
well.
Sports can teach us and lift us up, or they can
distort our sense oj'perspective.IJr we lookat sports

This year, whichisnow intherecordbooks, gave
us the greatestmomentin Seattle University's athletichistory. After 106 years, themen' s soccer team
put the words "Chieftains" and"champions"intothe
same sentence for the very firsttime.
To the players andcoaches— theindividuals who
say twothings.First,
made that momentpossible— l
anhistoric
epicaccomplishment,
thank youfor your
sportsmanship
eclipsedonly
by
your
feat that was
and dignity. You provided a snapshot that won't
soon fade into the obscurity of the past. Thelight of

thatshiningmomentwillilluminateourheartsatSU

aspartofalargerhumanstruggle.agreaterhuman

for a longtime to come.
say simply this:no one can ever take
Secondly, I
this away from you— itis forever.Savor thepermanence ofyour triumph',for only oneSU teamcan say
that itwas the first to wina championship. Youare

undertaking, then sports willbe good to us. We 'II
see the fruits ofselfless, team-orientedplay anda
determination thatneverflickers. Ifweignore this,
we'II experienceone of twofates: we'IIeither bec°me tne angi'obsessivefans tltatgive sportsabad

that team.
Yes, the soccer championship is a toweringmoment which will be forever fixed in the annals of
bid farewell to thisspace and
Chieftain lore.But asI

name,orwe'llbetheindijferentoneswholookdown
at sport anddismissitsrelevance inour time. Sport

isa window into ourcultureandsociety,amanifestation of ourpotential to reach great heights or

toallofyou.itmustbeacknowledgedthatthesoccer

championship andits weightiness are distinct aber- plumb new depths.
The men's basketball teamreached the highest
rations at SU.
plateau,
small,
for
acaeven in the midst ofa long, hard season,
very
good
thing
a
This school is
demies. Bach SU studentisbetter able to receive a Though theytoiledin the obscurity and quietude of
more personalized and meaningful education, en- littleol'SeattleU., thehoopsterscreated a transcenabling the Jesuits to work their educational magic dentsportsmoment.anexperiencethatwastimeless
saw
more effectively. The wholesome smallness of this inits beauty and power.After the game, whenI
on
faces
ofeach
school, "little ol' Seattle U.," provides a number of theimmense satisfactionetched the
felta deep andpurejoy thathas
distinct advantagesinthe mostimportantpartsof the player andcoach,I
rarely been equaled in
university's mission: its
education, its develop- bhhHH^HMHMM^MHHH my lifearound sports,
In this school's small
ment of faith,andits proenvironment,
athletic
VsHyIYIEYS XVI
motion of service for and
J
Chieftain
;'
more
teams
withothers.
struggle
in
probably
will
smallness,
Such
howOT 0
U
terms
of
wins
and
,
,
*
ever,does nothelpcollej
1
losses— it's something
SCOTeVOCirU', IUSICdU, tYUt
giateathletics.Outside of
"
that can't be denied.
thf»cnrr<»rtenm SUsnorts
i

Hf6 dOtl't
Olltlast tittle dock

.

imS^SnSiy

Zr-^etr;

dinners are the ones who
,1

-outlast the all-too-easy
inclination tO do USS thOYl
the maXimUtn,
- , 7tO
. StOV
SHOTt OJ Ofie S Limit S.

theyare.In recent weeks,
I've taken some parting
shotsatNClCleaguepolicies andtheapproach this
1
schooltakes toits student
athletes.
Insmall-college sports,
doing things "big"is asign of caring,of giving the
athlete a taste of big-time recognition and excitement.Butthisathletic program, whichnearlyclaimed
anNCAA Division Ibasketball title 40 years ago,
has been eroded and reduced by a continual deemphasizingofathletics.It's a shame,but that's the
leaveits doors.
state of this university as I
mind,
sports
momenttranscended
Withthatin
one
titleinits
relevance
andimportance
even the soccer
little
ol'
SeattleU.
to
OnFeb. 21, the Chieftainmen'sbasketball team,
witharecordof3-19, facedWhitworth College, the
top teamin the conferenceand the fifth-best teamin
NCAA Division111 play. It was thelast week of the
season, with no playoff berths or championship
hopes on the line. Basketball on campus was an
afterthought (and still is,regrettably).
Butinsteadofpacking it in,the Chieftains stunned
Whitworth, 80-76.Afterayearof futility,agroupof
unassuming student athletes circled the wagonsand
playedto nearperfection.Everysecond,everybreath,
every dropof sweat was energetic,intent and fullof
purpose.

.

championshipswmcon-

events wUI not
j"
l^
norm.
be the

For those reasons, the
basketball team's upset
win reflects the best of
SeattleUniversityathletics as this schoolmoves
intothe 21stcentury.The great sports moments on
this campus willbefashionedbyhonest,hardworking
student athletes who toilinthe shadows,notexpectingthelimelight or any greatrewardsinreturn— just
thethrill andsatisfaction of competing for thelove
of the game,
As the Olympic games always remind us, the
object of sport andof life is not to win,but to
takepart;not todefeat others,but to wage the great,
eternal struggle. The Olympics tellus that winners
in life don't outlast a time clock or a Scoreboard;
instead,true winnersare theones whooutlastthe alltoo-easyinclination todolessthanthe maximum,to
stop short of one's limits,
In short, theOlympics— Qietogestsporting event
inthe world— show usthat sports canmake us better
human beings, winners in the gameoflife.
Themen's basketball team won four games and
lost 20 this year. Along with"The Legends"— the
team of 1997 the Chieftain
championship
' soccer
hoopsters of 98 are the greatest and truest winners
SU has ever had.
say goodbye.
With that,I

—
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indicates NCIC game
home games in BOLD

Men's soccer seeks to
defend national title
DATE DAY
SEPTEMBER:
SAT
12
13
SUN
15
TUE
19
SAT
20
SUN
23
WED
SAT
26
SUN
27
30
WED
OCTOBER:
WED
7
10
SAT
11
SUN
WED
14
SAT
17
18
SUN
WED
21
SAT
24
25
SUN
28
WED
SAT
31
NOVEMBER:
SAT

7
8

SUN

13
14

SAT
SUN

OPPONENT

TIME

*GeorgeFox
*Pacific
Westmont College
*Willamette
*Linfield
*
Pacific Lutheran
*Whitworth
*Whitman
*Universityof Puget Sound

2PM
2PM
2PM
2PM
2PM
3PM
2PM
2PM
3PM

Seattle Pacific
*Pacific
*GeorgeFox

7PM
2PM
2PM
3PM
2PM

Western Washington

*Linfield
*Willamettc
*Pacific Lutheran
*Whitman

*Whitworth
SimonFraser
*University ofPuget Sound

NCICSemifinals
NCIC Finals
NAIA Regionals
NAIA Regionals

2PM

3PM
2PM
2PM
7PM
2PM
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA

Women's soccer
hungry
' for NCIC title
DATE DAY
SEPTEMBER:
5
SAT
6
SUN
9
WED
12
SAT
13
SUN
SAT
19
20

SUN

23
26
27
30

WED
SAT
SUN
WED

OCTOBER:
MON
5
SAT
10
11

SUN

17

SAT
SUN
SAT
SUN
WED

18

24
25
28

OPPONENT

TIME

Cascade College

HAM
SPM
SPM

Central Washington
*Pacific Lutheran
*GeorgeFox

*Pacific
*
Willamette
*Linfield
*PacificLutheran
*Whitworth
*Whitman

*University of Puget Sound

Western Washington
*Pacific
*GeorgeFox
*Linfield
*Willamette
*Whitman

*Whitworth
*University of Puget Sound

NOVEMBER:
7

SAT

8
13
14

SUN
SAT
SUN

NCICSemi-finals
NCIC Finals
NAIA Regionals
NAIA Regionals

Noon

Noon
Noon

Noon
SPM
Noon
Noon
SPM
TBA
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
3PM
TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

Notes: The men's soccer team enters the season witha 27-game unbeaten streak. The Chieftains finished the season with
a record of 25-1-2 and have neverlost in NCIC play ( 15-0-1 ).
The women lost the regular season and postseasonNCIC
championships to Willamette, but came back to knock them out
of the NAIA regionals. The Lady Chieftains came up one game
short of the national tournament, however,losing to Simon
Fraser in the regionalchampionship match.
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France, here we come!
As a handful ofSU students embark onajourney tofollow the World
Cup, two of them took a moment to share their hopes and expectations
Just walkinginto the stadium
and seeing the enthusiasm and
excitement of the crowd was
enough, and then there was what
we came for the game.
Although the American
crowd was somewhat uneducated in the ways of
watching a soccer game,
the game and atmosphere
wereboth amazing.
The next game I
saw
wasbetweenRomania and
Switzerland, andit showed
me whatit meanttobe atrue
soccer fan. Even thoughthe
game was played inacountry halfway around the
world fromtheir homes,the
crowdsforeachofthe countries far outnumbered the
amount of American fans that attended the game.
The fans,adornedinthe colorsof
their respective countries, went
crazy for
the entire
game.
They

—

Shane McCorkle
Guest Columnist
I
am writing this piece to tell
readers whatI
think about the experience of the World Cup. How
many peopleremember the excitement the World Cupbrought here
to theUnited States just four short
years ago,in1994? InJune ofthat
year,I
was lucky enough to come
acrosstickets for twoofthe games.
I
watchedtheUnitedStatesdraw

its first gameagainst Switzerland
inthe SilverdomcinPontiac,Mich.
Itwas thefirst WorldCupgame to
be played indoors. What a great
feelingit was to walk into thefull
stadiuman hour and a half before
kickoff and to hear singing and
drums! I
could never have imagined the adrenaline that walking
into a stadium could bring to a
person.

weaklings in the world of soccer,
that I
decided I
would saveall my
money from Christmas,birthdays,
etc., to be able to go to France for

drummed,

danced
and sang songs
withapassion thatI
had
neverseenbefore atasporting event.
It was after this game,
between two relative

—

,<s^_

John MadMcCorkle,

For several years,
many of my friends
and I
have been eagerlyanticipating this
summer, because this
summer, the World
Cup is being held in
France fromJune10th
to July 12th. A group
of 10of us,consisting
entirelyofSUstudents
except for one, has

Tate Miller,
TonyPyle,Jeff Scott andmyself.
Our journey will begin theday
aftergraduation, June15,andend
on the thirdof August.
We willlandinLondon,England,
wherewewill spendapproximately

vs. Jamaica. Throughout the following weekandahalf,wewillsee
Italy vs. Austria, Holland vs.
Mexico,and then a second-round
match on June 30.
From there,ourplans are as wild

Pamplona,SpaininearlyJuly,
as well as venturing to the
CostadelSol. Our otherambitions include the Southof
France, Italy, Germany,
Switzerland, Austria and
Holland.
During our seven-week
adventure, wehope to see
and experience asmuch
as Europe has to offer.
Traveling withthebare
essentials, weare excited to submerge
ourselves into the
European culture,
especially I
at the World Cup know it is an experience that is
games, wherewehope going to affect us all differently,
to to sing, dance, drink even though we are sharing the
and cheerlike truesoc- same experiences.
This summer's journey will not
cer fans.
Although Ameri- only beexciting andeducational;it
cans are somewhat willbeaonceinalifetimeopportuconsideredas"outsid- nity to spend sevencarefree weeks
ers"in terms of world in Europe with some of our best
soccer, we are dedi- friends,enjoyingthe sport wehave
cated to the supportof been so lucky to have played and
thegame,regardlessof benefitedfrom the sport wehave
countryorculture. We don'tknow allgrowntolove andsetaside apart
exactly what to expect, but we do ofour lives for soccer.

Traveling with the bare essentials, weare excited
submerge ourselves into the European culture,
especially at the World Cup games, where we hope to
sing, dance, drinkand cheer like true soccer fans.

been saving our penniessince 1995, when
we first committed to this adventure.

great, and the parties and atmo-

I
can't even imagine the craziness that is
bound happen when the 10 of us converge
on the capital of Francefor a first-round
game... It has been afour-year dream in the
weeks before we
making and only
leave, is the real excitement finallysettingin.

den, Shane

Guest Columnist

I
can't wait to see what a true
soccer atmosphere is like. The
WorldCupintheUnited States was

sphere werejustas good,but
how much better will it be
when most of the countries
are only a small train trip
away from the games?
g
Less thanamonth ago, we
to
did not even have tickets to
any of the games. "Not to
worry," weallsaid,there was
still to be the party outside
,
thestadiumsandinthestreets
now, two
at night.
Our plan is to take the trip
11
one day at a time, living the
Shane McCorkle
life of true soccer bums, takinginEuropeanculture at its
finest,on the pitch andinthe
WorldCup '98, which begins June 15 to go to France with 10 of my bars. What better summercan one
imagine than
10. It gave me alittle piece of the best friends,most fromthe SUsocspending it by
atmosphere thatI
hope to encoun- cer team, to watch theWorldCup.
finishingout a
imagine
thecraziness
ter on an
I
can't even
four-year
whenthe
1
0
happen
thatis bound to
capital
of
dream inEuconverge
of us
on the
rope with
game
beFrance for a first-round
your best
Argentina.
Jamaica
and
tween
friends folfour-year
beena
dreamin
Ithas
lowing the
now,
two
making
only
and
the
game that
weeksbefore we leave,is thereal
youlove?
excitement finally setting in. It
Isure
seems as if the four years have
can't
flown by. Iremember those
think of
games from '94 asif they were
MM
yesterday.

The group of
backpackers
are: Jeremy
Brown, Tom
Hardy, Jason

Craig Gauntt

adventure that begins in less than
two weeks.
I
did save my money for four
years,andnowI
willleave on June

Craig Gauntt

five days. We will then travel to
Paris for our first game,Argentina

andopenas ourminds. Weplanon
"running with the bulls" in

—
—
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1996 World Cup PrevieW
A look at soccer's greatest spectacle
Frenchhaveplayedsevenfriendlies
this yearenrouteto the WorldCup.
U-WEN LEE
They
lostonly one, to Russia.
Special to The Spectator
France qualified for the tournaThe World Cup is the second ment automatically as the host.
largest sporting eventin the world Coach Aime Jacquet has already
after the Olympics. WhenFrance named his 22-man squad, which
'98kicks offon June 10,billionsof includes theinspirationalmidfielder
people around the globe will be Zinedine Zidanc. He will be the
treated to a month-long spectacle central figureinthe starting 11,and
ofsoccerfestivities.
is expected to perform like hehas
began
1996,
176 countries
done for hispro club, Juventus. A
In
Cup
berth. big plus for Jacquetis that thematheir quest for a World
Now,only the 32 finalists are left. jority of his team plays overseas,
Tencities across France will stage giving themboth Europeanandinthis prestigious event,but only one ternational experience.
nation willhold the goldentrophy
France will compete inGroup C
12.Here's
alook
at
withSouthAfrica—
whom they will
July
aloftcome
Saudi Arabia
who
will
take
the
first
and
also
play
three countries
field with highexpectations.
and Denmark, the 1992 European
champions. As the only country
France Fiery Frenchmen
What better way to start than with home-ground advantage,
with the hosts themselves? The France will have the backing of an
French will be looking to make entirenationbehindit.TheFrench
amends for missing the previous are definitely one of the favorites
World Cup in 1994. They are hit- to go all the way to the final.
ting top form at the right moment.
Brazil ShakyBuild-up
Brazil,who won the 1994 World
Last week, they beatbothMorocco
and Belgium inCasablanca to win Cup,isundoubtedly themostexcitthe King Hussein Cup. In all, the ing team inthe world. TheBrazil-

—

-

-

ianscombine SouthAmerican flair
with deft touches of the ball to
mesmerize opponents. Butthe defending champions haven't been
looking tooconvincing thelastfew
months. Coach Mario Zagallo's
team has won only four of their
nine warm-up games this year.
Earlier this week, theymanaged a
dismal 1-1 tie with Spanish club
Athletic Bilbao.
Nonetheless, it will one of the
shocks of the tournament should
Brazil fail to retainits crown.
The trio of Ronaldo, Denilson
andRoberto Carlosleads theBrazilian team.Ronaldo is aprolific
andlethal striker,andat the tender
age of 21, he can only get better
with age. Playing at midfield is
Denilson,the world'smostexpensiveplayer. Hewillmove to Spanishclub Real Betis after the summer for $30 million. Holding up
thedefense isRoberto Carlos, who
has the uncanny ability to score
stunninggoals from free kicks.
When this team is on, it can
literally trample anyopponent with
ease.Brazil will playimmediately

following the opening ceremony
against Scotland, followed by long-serving captain John Harkes
games against Norway and Mo- out of his final squad. Newcomer
rocco. Their biggest team weak- DavidRegis tookhisplaceandwas
nessis that they tend to underesti- impressive in his international demate their opponents. It will be but against Scotlandlast weekend.
interesting to see how they will TheU.S.teamisdefensivelysound,
perform, especially now with the andhas yet to concede a goal inits
exclusionof striker Romario, who last four games. Thisis mainly due
pulled out with a recurring ham- to the heroics ofgoalkeeper Kasey
string injury. Bet on Brazil to win Keller. Although the Americans
don'tlet in goals, theydon't score
the cup for arecord fifth time.
many,
either. Sampson has opted
UnitedStates UnderdogsNo
for
an
unorthodox 3-6-1 formation,
More
leaving
Eric Wynalda as the lone
The United States team was
strikerup
front.
knocked out of the 1994 tournaTheUnitedStatesplays its openment in the second round, but the
Americans head into this year's ingmatch against traditional powWorld Cup withtheconfidence that erhouse Germany on June 15.Yuthey canreach thequarter finals for goslavia and Iran are also paired
withthe Americans.Thematchwith
the first timein history.
They have good reason to be- Iran should garnerplenty of world
lieve so, too. Earlier this year in media interest, given the political
February, the team created a shock clashes betweenthe two countries.
of massiveproportions withastunAll 64 matches willbe telecast
ning 1-0 victory over world champion Brazil.That result raised the liveon ABCandESPN. The opening ceremony is on June 10 at 8
eyebrows of the soccer world.
the
National coach Steve Sampson a.m., followed by
has controversiallychosen toleave Brazil-Scotlandmatch at 9:30a.m.

-

SU SPORTS: THE YEAR THAT WAS
'Iwasready togetout ofrecreational sports, andwasexcited
to have a chance to come back to my old school.'
She attended SU as a sports management graduate student. Herother affiliations with theschool wereestablished
many yearsago whenshe attended swimming classes here.

is true that sports promote
the value of communal con-

It

cepts like teamwork, selflessness

the rarified air of excellence.

Indeed,itis the selfish drive to bethe best that makes an
athlete great.Thewill to win separatesthe legends from the
also-rans.With thatin mind,The Spectator seeks torecognizetheinner greatnessinallofus by looking at the notable
figures from this year inChieftain athletics. On and off the
playing fields, many people made an impact on the SU

sporting scene. This isa testimonial to their efforts.
MEN'STENNIS:JESSE WALTER
"Jesse Walter cappedhis NCIC careerinablaze of glory
last Sunday.Taking a page from Muhammad Ali, Walter
performed a tennis version of the rope-a-dope by wearing
downhisrival (PabloUgarte of Willamette University) for
the championship, 6-3, 1-6, 6-2.
After winning both the title and his personal rivalry
against Ugarte, the momentousnessof the winsunk in.
'It was a glorious ending for me in my rivalry with
Ugarte,' Walter said. 'This match means a lot for my
feel thatI
can compete with anyone.'
confidence. I
player
whohas hadareputation for playingdown to
As a
competition
his
overthe years,Walter'smotivationlevelhas
an
been like on-and-off switch. Sunday'smatch,the capstone
of alegendary season,proved that he can also playup to his
competition on any given day if the motivationis there.
Spurredbyhisremarkable success at SU,Walter feels that
his motivation to play professional tennis is only getting
stronger. That couldbe the start of something big.
'Ihope tocontinue my tennis careerafter college,' Walter
said. 'This match, as well as the nationals, becomes a
springboard for mein doing so.'
With his conditioningandan affirmed senseof purpose,
Walter couldmake arun at tennis greatnessbefore it's all
saidand done."— April30, 1998
DEAPRTURES:SHERIMICHALEC
'
"SheriMichalecbuiltafoundationforSeattle University s

—

coming to SUas alittle girl for swimming
'Iremember
'
hope
thatI
classes, Guy said. 'It wassuchagreat
" experience
5,
March 1998
to continue throughout the years.'
SWIMMING:MIKESELTER
"Selter,one ofthe top contenders at the (NAIA national)
championships,brought the teamalongthroughout the year
withhishardwork.Onthisoccasion,however,Selterhadhis
moment in the spotlight, and he came through magnificently.
Selter placedin thenations topsix in three events (and)
made history for SU by becoming the first swimmer to be
awarded All-American honors.(He) swamfaster and faster
as the year woreon, continuously breaking personal-best
records and racking up many individual victories indualmeetcompetition.
'Mikehas worked very hard, andis a great athlete who
deserves suchan honor,' saidhead coach CraigMallery.
'Itisawonderfulhonor to bechosenas anAll-American,'
will
Selter said. 'Itis going to be anaccomplishment thatI
surely never forget.' "—March 12, 1998
WOMEN'SBASKETBALL: MANDYMATZKE
"Matzke, whohas carried the team throughout January,
once again made the lion's share of big plays for SU,
contributing in many phases of the game.
Midway through the first half,Matzke assistedMarissa
Monroe, stole apass andhit a threeon consecutive possessions, breaking open a 13-all tie. Matzke hit a three just
beforehalftime togiveSUits 14-pointbulgeatthebreak."—
January22, 1998
MOREMATZKE:A WELL-ROUNDEDGAME
"One sequencemidway through the first halfcharacterized SU'sbalance anddepth. Trailing 11-9,theLadyChieftains rolledoff an8-0 run spurred by three-pointers from
Mandy MatzkeandStefanie Hodovance,two interior players whoarelooked upon to get rebounds.
Matzkeindividually epitomized SU'sbalance. Shehitall
of her three-point attempts, and combined that perimeter
shooting withanimpressive arrayofbaby hookshotsinside.
She finished with 21 points on 9-14 shooting, while also
addingseven boards." January15, 1998

—

and sacrifice. However, athletics
can also lift a soloperformer into

softball program.Itwillbeup tosomeoneelse to build onit.
Michalec,SU'ssoftball coach, whoalso doubles as SU's
intramural coordinator,stepped down fromboth positions
last week. Having shepherded thebrand-new softball program through its first-ever season, Michalec decided to
move to greener pastures andher home state of Texas.
'It has been my pleasure and honor to work with the
students and athletes here at Seattle University,' Michalec
said. 'Ihave enjoyedseeingthem succeed,and believe that
there will be alotmore success for themin the future.'
'Sheri has done a great job targeting students to get
involved andhas given students great opportunities to become strong leaders,' said Anne Carragher,Associate DirectorofUniversity Sports. "This willbealoss for the sports
program, but webelieve thatkeepingher philosophies will
help in the transaction andkeep us headedin a good direction.' "—October 23, 1997
MOREMICHALEC:AMASTERMOTIVATOR
"Onthe softball field,SheriMichalec neverfailed topoint
something out toher players whenshe saw agood opportunity to instructthem.Shewas alwaysgivingencouragement
from the third-base coach's box. Her players on the bench
never stopped yelling supportto teammateson the field.No
member of the Lady Chieftain softball teamever arched a
back,dropped aheaddown,or slumped ashoulder." The
Press Box, October 30, 1997
ARRIVALS: KELLYGUY
"SeattleUniversity Sportsrecently filled aholeinitsstaff
with the addition of Kelly Guy as its new Intramural and
Facilities Coordinator.
'One day I
was looking through the paper and saw that
opening
was
inthe SUsportsdepartment,' Guysaid.
there
an

—

—
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ARE YOUBULIMIC?
You must be actively bulimic engaging
in binging andpurging andbe available
for interviews. Confidentiality and
anonymity are ensured. This is an
opportunity to make an important
contribution to current research on
bulimia. You will be finacially compensated for your time and will receive
a summary of the results.
Ifinterested, pleas call Merrie Day,
206-706-8201 or 425-747-0155.
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FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER
RESEARCH CENTER
TheFredHutchinson CancerResearch
Centerhas summer work study openings in
the following areas:
LabAides: Gain practical experience in
thefields ofMolecular Biology, Genetics,
Microbiology, andBiochemistry as a lab
aideatFHCRC. Assist with the daily
routine and operation of a laboratory.
Prepare solutions,maintain cell cultures,
record andassist with experiments, upkeep
oflab animal colonies,and general lab
maintenance. Candidatesshouldbe pursuing a bachelor's degree in science or a
science-related field. Prior college science
course work including lab experience
required.

-

Job Openings
Equal opportunity employer, drug and
smoke-free workplace. Resumes are
accepted for open positions only. Please
fax your resume to (206) 386-9605,
Attention: Human Resources or mail to
515Minor Avenue, Suite 200,Seattle,
WA 98104.
Current Openings:
Appointment Schedulers
Business Office Representatives
Cardiac/EKG Technicians
Medical Assistants
Medical Records
Patient Services/Receptionists
Accts> Payable CIerk
Acctg.Supervisor

——

Technical Support,Internet Systems
andNetworks

N2H2 is theleading provider of
Internet filtering and delivers highperformance network servers and eaching technology to educationandbusiness
markets. The company is recognized for
providing thehighest level of support in
the industry to its rapidly growing list of
customers worldwide. We offer competitive salaries,benefits,plus room for
personal growth in a leading edge technical environment.
Requirements
Technically motivated and energetic
office,
Gain
practical
Office Workers:
individuals with one to three years of
administrative and computer skills in the
LINUX experience. Excellent problemScience,
Human
ReLibrary
fields of
solving and customer relations skills as
sources, Public Health, and Environmental well as ability to function well in a fastHealthand Safety. Assist with a variety of paced team environment. Knowledge of
tasks including word processing, creating the Internet,HTML, routers and netand/or maintaining existing file systems,
works is a real plus. Technicians will be
photo copying, data entry, and other duties workingon the Internet,assisting cusas needed. Previous office experience
tomers with installations, troubleshoothelpful. Computer experience preferred.
ing andmonitoring N2H2 systems
Must be highly organized, accurate and
around the world. Extensive customer
dependable.
interaction on a daily basis. Multiple
positions are available depending on skill
Pay range for the above positions is
and experience level.
$8.02-$8.78 an hour. We offer subsidized
bus passes and a smoke-free environment.
For immediate consideration, please
Interested students should contact Sam
send your resume with acover letter in
slewis@fhcrc.org.
Lewis at 667-4984 or
the body of an e-mail or as an attached
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Microsoft Word document. Ife-mail is
is anEqual Opportunity Employer.
not possible, mail or fax to:
N2H2 Inc.
Attn: Tech Support
PAINTERS NEEDED
900 4th Ave., Suite3400
Seattle' WA 98164
Over 100 positions available
2(
(
Fax: W 971- 1460
No experience necessary
email: jobs@n2h2.com
Work outside with your friends in your
own hometown.
N2H2 is m E0E
Call today— 1-888-277-9787

FullTime Work Study position
InternationalEducation
Short-term Prpgams Work study
Assistant Assist with international
exchange programs this summer with
the non-profit American Cultural
Exchange in Seattle. Full time work
study eligibility preferred. Fulltime,
early June to late August, $8/hour.
contact SU Work Study office for job
description. Please mail or fax
resume to: Coordinator of Short-term
Programs, A.C.E., 200 W. Mercer,
#504, Seattle, WA 98119. Fax: (206)
217-9643

-

HumanResource Student Assistant
(Work Study qualified)
University of Washington Medical
CentersPersonnel has an hourly fulltjme position avaiable for the summer
months at 319 Terry (one block east of
Harborview Medical Center). Summer
snJdy funded with the possibility
of part time bases during the 1998-1999
school year. Previous experience ina

secretarial or receptionist position
desirable. Requires attention to detail
m^ the ability to work independently,
Please contact Allieen at (206) 731-6818
for more information. EO/AAE.

g^f^BB^^BBBH
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CHICKENSOUP FOR
YOUR SOUL!!!
Chicken Soup Brigade is looking
for people to volunteer at the Lyon
Building, which serves people who
are living with HTV/AIDS,
homelessness andmental illness.
Our next volunteer training isJune
4th from 5:30 to 9 p.m. If you are
looking for a challenging and
rewarding opportunity to serve our
community,please call726-SOUP!

BPVI9Pf91VVPVP^II9
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WANTED: GRAD TICKETS
enough!!! Willing to
Five just
pay$$$. Call Megan at
The Spectator: 296-6476.
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Would you like to learn and be working with accounts and clubs? Ifso,
you could
next year for ASSU and
tuitionremission by working
" earn _,
_.
Training
learn a lot too.
starts soon. Pick up an application and return
to Frankie So at the ASSU office located in upper SUB.
/
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Looking
*^ for a fun and
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ASSU Activitiesis now hiring next year's ActivitiesAssistant. By applying now for the fall job you will get to help determine the specifics
of your position. You willattend allactivities and meetings,along with
other office and organizational duties. Pick up an application in the
ASSU Office, Or fromDave Doran.
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Luauinthe
Inaddidonto
dancesand providing
a traditionalmeal, theHui ONaniHawaiiClub performeda skit inbetween two sets of
dances. The ASSU Councilreceiveda letterof complaintregarding this skit; thisletteris in
response to boththeletterand the skit.
T^° s^1nas many interpretations;thisis ours. It involved threemen dressed in
feminine clothing that extremely exaggeratedeffeminatebehavior. The skit contained
derogatoryslang referring to gays,lesbians, bisexualsand transsexuals andother behavior
that we found offensive.
The ASSU Council co-sponsored this event and, although we werenot informed about
the details, we do acceptresponsibihty for the skiL We sincerely andhumblyapologizefor
the inappropriateskiL
c
P'edgc,as individualsand aselectedrepresentatives,to further our commitment
toprovide a community thatis open, welcomingand safe to everyone,including gays,
lesbians,bisexuals, and transsexuals.
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Kathryn Dubik,President
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Joanne Balintona, At-Large Represenlativc

Jdl Bond, At-Large Representative

Dave Doran, A?l!argeßenesentative

Bnan Gonzaies,
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Haeji^npi^rnationaißepresentauve
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Frankie So, Freshman Representative

Patrick SuttonTTransfer Representative

Please note thatGraduateRepresentativeTracy Owens was absentduring this discussion
because ofbusiness travel. Contact the ASSUOffice at 296-6050 withquestions and
comments regarding this letter.
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Skit at Hui *ONaniHawaiiClubLuau

Campionßallroom!

TheASSUPage ISpreparedby theASSUOffice. ThiSpage iS for
the advertisements
For
,Of registered ClubS and Organizations
,
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Ithas come to the attentionoftheofficers ofHui ONaniHawaii thatthe skit presented on
Saturday,May 23, at the 37th annual luau, hadoffendedsome individuals in attendance. Our
representation ofthose individualsthat we refer to as "mahus," was not intended to be insulting
or to be taken as prejudicial. Comingfrom the Hawaiianculture, jokes of allraces, ethnicities,
and evensexualorientation is commonandis all taken in"good fun". In addition,we wouldlike
on the subject matterof the skit; as weunderstandthat the term
"tooffer"some clarification
mahu may n^ }xea misinterpreted. Derivedfromthe Tahitianlanguage, "mahu" refers to a

What a fabulOUS year tO end On. Thank yOU tO everyone Who helped
me during my years here-from being a lost "upper" freshman tO Speaking on behalf of .he entire student body.
Enjoy the school and Father
"
differing sexualorientations. Unfortunately, wehave oversteppedthe boundaries and didnot
Sunborg,Inow OWE the university.
talce lto account tnat otners may not find as much humor in it as weoften do. For us, this is
"
-KatieDubik President
-ivhiic
rresiueni somet
hingthat we grew up with as part ofour culture. We never thought of our ideas or
thoughtsas prejudicialor bigoted. We sincerelyapologizefor thisunfortunate situationand
my
tO
at
loyal
"I WOUld like thank
Constituents for their attendance
measures have beentaken to ensure that future skits willnot cross thisdelicateline.
-i
i
v i
and their willingness to give ideas and input. I
wouldalso
meetings
Mr. Christopher Canlas whobrought thisissue to our attentionandexplained
experience. We have spoken to*"*
like tO thank council, it was a great year and a wonderful
"
t0
Wm
that
skit
Tmt intendedt0 degrade or embarrass anyone We have come to an
Have
summer and
will see
see YOU
1Will
you next
year.
nave a COOd
ana I
nexi year
gOOOsummer
understanding and apologizedto himregarding the matter
-Jen Bond, At-Large Rep

„

ItT^tlt^
"

... ....

.. ..
"

„

Dear mom,

Luau is a time for everyone to enjoy themselvesandshare in a part ofHawaii. We never
realized that ourculture andlifestylecouldmakeanyone feel uncomfortable. HuiONani
Hawa
» Puts a great amount oftimeandenergyinto making ourluau one ofthe longestrunning
Old man. I
m
!
really

Time has flown by and boy Oh boy, Ifeel like an
promised Iwouldn't change but Iknow .ha. I've gn,wn. Iwas
the success ofthe event. In the future, wehope continue to serve theSeattleUniversity
Scared and lonely here at first. AT& T Can tell yOU how lonely IWas. dampens
community
ourluau'but wth morescn»"ty «° "audience
Amazing, my roommate and neighbors have become my best friends.
MaSS is not mandatory here but Ilike tO gO. My first Fall quater all- Againon behalfof the officers ofHuiONaniHawaii, wewouldliketo apologizeif wehave
nighters, pizza, and laughs I'll have forever. Thanks for all your SUp- offended or insultedanyone through our luauskit. We thank you for you attentionto this matter.
port. Ireallyappreciate all that you've done for me and see why it was sincerely,
so important."
The Offlcers ofHui NamHawaii
-Frankie So, Freshman Rep
i
"Have a great summer. See you at lawncrawl!"
Doran,
At-Large
Rep
-Dave
I
|( ||\T
C
mj\J\jMM \Wl* 1mlii-majkT
\9\W\WMW
staffer,
to
enduring
"After
two years as an ASSU
lamexcited move up
in the world! Ihave had a great time keeping the office together and
*%Tlfe
working withall sorts of people. Thanks to clubs for working with me
MW
on the ASSU page, Igladly turn it over to Lisa Burcar! See you all in
thefa
llillllj
W»lJi*l &\JITMIT*MjMM
-Betsy Yanasak, Executive VP Assitant
"Have a great summer. Let's do the rain dance so we can have lots of
sun"
rti2\\
,
\)
-Joslyn Roberts,Activities Assistant
/
mW^
"The end of the year signifies new beginnings and new experiences.
3*
Q
'f
Celebrate it and grasp on to your summer with joy"
■"
-Brighid Ryan, Executive President Assistant
—-^
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